
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

December 29, 1986

TO: Joint Conference Committee Members

Jack Duvall, M.D.
George Heenan
Seymour Levitt, M.D.

James Moller, M.D.
C. Edward Schwartz

FROM: Phyllis Ellis, Chair

REGARDING: January, 1987 Meeting

The January, 1987 meeting of the Joint Conference Committee has been
cancelled, given an absence of discussion or action items for the Committee
agenda.

You may know that the Board of Governors will be electing new officers on
January 28, 1987. Shortly thereafter, the new chair will appoint members to
each of the committees for 1987. Nancy Janda will be talking with each of you
before then to inquire about your continued interest in serving on the Joint
Conference Committee.

In the interim, I wish each of you a happy and healthy new year.

cc: Greg Hart
Jan Halverson
Nancy Janda
Geoff Kaufmann
Barbara Tebbitt

HEALTH SCIENCES



l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

February 6, 1987

TO: Joint Conference Committee Members

FROM:

Phyllis Ellis
Patricia Ferrieri, M.D.
Donald Gilmore
James Moller, M.D.

George Heenan, Committee Chair

Michael Popkin, M.D.
C. Edward Schwartz
Bruce Work, M.D.

The February meeting of the Joint Conference Committee will be held on:

Wednesday, February 11, 1987
4:30 P.M.

The Board Room, University Hospital

The agenda and background materials for the meeting are enclosed. I
will look forward to seeing you on Wednesday.

cc: Marjorie Carey
Al Dees
Jan Halverson
Greg Hart
Nancy Janda
Geoff Kaufmann
Barbara Tebbitt

HEALTH SCIENCES
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JOIRT CONFDEHCE COMIIIT'lEE

BOARD OF GOVEllBORS

Wednesday. February 11~ 1987
4:30 P.M.

The Board Room (8-106) University Hospital

AGENDA

I.

II.

Approval of Minutes

Severity Indexing Position Paper
- Al Dees

Approval

Discussion

III. Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report
- James Moller, M.D.

• Credentials Committee Report Endorsement

IV. Clinical Chiefs Report Information

V. Other

VI. Adjournment
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MINUTES
Joint Conference Committee

Board of Governors
December 10, 1986

ATTENDANCE: Present: Phyllis Ellis, Chair
Dr. Jack Duvall
George Heenan
Dr. James Moller
Nancy Raymond

Absent: Dr. Seymour Levitt
Dr. Michael Popkin
C. Edward Schwartz

Staff: Jan Halverson
Greg Hart
Nancy Janda

Guests: Marjorie Carey
Al Dees

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of the November 12, 1986 meeting of the
Joint Conference Committee were approved as
submitted.

SEVERITY INDEXING SYSTEMS

Mr. Al Dees presented an overview of severity
indexing systems and their potential applications.
Mr. Dees reviewed the historical development of
these systems, compared and contrasted the various
systems, and provided several examples of their
potential application, particularly in the areas of
reimbursement and utilization evaluation. Mr. Dees
also stressed the limitations of the systems in
their current stage of development.

The Committee had extensive discussion following
Mr. Dees' presentation. The Committee approved a
motion requesting staff to develop a "white paper"
on severity indexing, focusing especially on the

2.



policy position which the Board should take as it
relates to application of these systems. There was
one dissenting vote to the motion.

MEDICAL STAFF-HOSPITAL COUNCIL REPORT

Dr. Moller presented the recommendations of the
Credentials Committee as approved by the Medical
Staff-Hospi tal Counci 1. The Joi nt Conference
Committee endorsed the Credentials Committee report
and recommendations.

Dr. Moller and Mr. Hart distributed and discussed a
letter from University Hospital to the Foundation
for Health Care Evaluation regarding the
Foundation's proposed amendments to the Hospital
PRO contract. The modifications proposed by
University Hospital in the sanctions process
portion of the proposed amendments were discussed
in detail by Dr. Moller.

Dr. Moller also indicated that the Medical Staff
Hospi tal Counci 1 heard a report from
Dr. Frank Cerra on the subject of Home TPN.
Dr. Moller indicated that the Hospital, the
involved clinical departments, and UMCA have
developed an acceptable organizational model for
proceeding with the Home TPN program; that model is
essentially a joint venture within the context of a
Hospital-based program. Dr. Moller also indicated
that he will be appointing a task force to make
recommendations on coordination of home care
programs as they may evolve in the future.

CLINICAL CHIEFS REPORT

Dr. Duvall indicated that recent Clinical Chiefs'
meetings have included discussion of severity
indexing, as heard by the Joint Conference
Committee, as well as a presentation from
Senator Durenberger's new health aide,
Helen Darling.

ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business the meeting was
adjourned at 6:45 p.m.

f U}X; subm' te d ,

Greg Hart

GH/kj 3.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

February 6, 1987

TO: Joint Conference Committee Members

FROM: Al Dee~~
Associate D1rector

REGARDING: Severity Indexing Position Paper

The attached Severity Indexing and Quality Measurement paper is being
presented for your discussion, as per your request on December 10, 1986, at
the February 11, 1987 meeting.

~ If you should have any questions before the meeting, please don't hesitate to
call me at 626-0966.

AD/kff

Attachment

HEALTH SCIENCES
4.
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SEVERITY INDEXING AND QUALITY MEASUREMENT
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC POSITION STATEMENT
February 1987

During the past four years, Medicare~ Blue Cross of Minnesota, and Minnesota
Medicaid have implemented prospective payment systems for inpatient hospital
stays. Payment under these systems is based primarily on the diagnosis and
procedure codes assigned to each stay utilizing the International
Classification of Diseases (ICD) encoding system. Each of the payers has
employed some type of logic to aggregate the 15,000+ codes contained in the
current version of the ICD system into a IImanageable number ll of payment
categories--Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG's) for Medicare, AWARE categories
for Blue Cross~ etc.. The payment rate for each category has been set at or
close to the historical average charge experienced by each of the payers with
their subscriber population.

In theory cases within a payment category are supposed to be clinically
similar, or at least, have required similar amounts and types of care.
Therefore~ variation in charges should be small. In fact, however, the range
of charges for cases in a specific category, even for cases from the same
hospital, can be greater than $100,000. While moderate differences in charges
can be attributed to physicians' practices, hospitals' efficiency, and
accounting practices, it is clear that some other factor is responsible for
these significant intra-group differences.

The ICD system was developed to enable international epidemiological analysis
of the incidence rates of diseases, complications, and procedural
interventions. The system was not designed to identify or quantify the
treatment challenge (severity of illness) that a patient presents to the
treating physicians, nor the type or amount of care required. Therefore,
grouping systems based on the ICD system also do not account for the level of
treatment challenge or severity.

Research has demonstrated that much of the intra-group variance can be
explained by differences in severity. The University of Minnesota Hospital
and Clinic (UMHC) believes strongly~ therefore, that severity of illness must
be a factor utilized in the determination of payment for inpatient hospital
services. Development of a system or systems for quantifying levels of
severity which can be integrated into payment mechanisms is necessary to
ensure that appropriate payment is made for all cases. The logic of that
system(s) should be publicly available and verifiable.

The Evaluation of Alternative Severity of Illness Measures1 completed during
1986 concluded that, IINo one of the severity measures evaluated was clearly
superior to the others in terms of all of the criteria. 1I UMHC believes that
additional research, development and objective comparison studies of severity
systems is essential. Therefore~ UMHC is committed to continuing its
involvement in testing and utilizing a variety of severity systems~ to
supporting research and evaluation studies, and to working cooperatively with
Blue Cross and other payers to effectively integrate severity into prospective
payment systems.

5.



,
During the past year, payer and public concern has begun to focus on
differences in the quality of care rendered by hospitals and physicians. UMHC
believes quality should be the primary concern for all involved in health
care. At present~ however~ there are no tools for accurately measuring
differences in quality of care rendered. While currently available severity
measurement systems can help to identify clinically homogeneous groups of
patients to facilitate more meaningful comparison of surrogate indicators of
quality~ i.e. morbidity rates, mortality rates~ etc, none of these systems
measure quality.

UMHC believes that development of quality measurement tools is of utmost
importance. The eventual goal should be measurement of quality across a
spectrum of care. Initial efforts, however, should be focused on defining and
measuring quality at the institutional level before focusing on individual
physicians. UMHC is committed to being a leader in working with clinicians
and researchers to develop quality measurement tools.

1Thomas, J. William, Ph.D.; Ashcraft, Marie L.F., Ph.D.; Zimmerman, Janet,
MPP; Department of Health Services Management and Policy~ The University of
Michigan; Completed for the University Hospital Consoritum, December 1986

6.



l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

February 4, 1987

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Joint Conference Committee

James H. Moller, M.D., Chief of Staff
Chairman, Medical Staff-Hospital Council

Credentials Committee/Medical Staff-Hospital Council
Report and Recommendations

The Medical Staff-Hospital Council will act on the attached Credentials
Committee Report and Recommendations on February 10, 1987 a day prior to the
next Joint Conference Committee meeting.

I am forwarding these recommendations to you for your review and consideration
on February 11,1987. I will report the outcome of the Council's action at
that time. Following your consideration of these recommendations, we ask that
you forward them to the Board of Governors for approval on February 25, 1987

Thank you.

JHM/cf
Attachment

HEALTH SCIENCES
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February 4, 1987

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Medical Staff-Hospital Council

Henry Buchwald, M.D.
Chairman, Credentials Committee

Credentials Committee Report and Recommendations

The Credentials Committee after examining all pertinent information provided
to them concerning the professional competence and other necessary
qualifications, hereby recommend the approval of provisional status and
clinical privileges to the following applicant to the medical staff of The
University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic.

Department of Medicine

Craig A. Henke

Category

Attending - ER

The following physicians have submitted applications and supporting
documentation requesting addition of clinical privileges. The Committee has
reviewed and considered their requests and hereby recommend approval.

Department of Dermatology

14aria D. Hordinsky

Department of Surgery

Arnold S. Leonard

Department of Urology

Marcos H. Pinto

Category

Attending

Attending

Attending

HEALTH SCIENCES

Privileges Requested

Add: Use of Argon and
carbon dioxide laser for
the therapy of cutaneous
lesions

Add: Use of CO2, Argon,
and Vag lasers for
clinical surgery-liver,
lung, skin lesions and
other abdominal tumors

Add: Extracorporeal
Shockwave Lithotripsy

8.



MS-HC
February 4, 1987
Page 2

Addition of clinical privileges continued:

Department of Therapeutic
Radlology

Tae Kim

Chung Lee

Seymour Levitt

Roger Potish

Category

Attending

Attending

Attending

Attending

Privileges Requested

Add: Hyperthermia
Treatment

Add: Hyperthermia
Treatment

Add: Hyperthermia
Treatment

Add: Hyperthermia
Treatment

The following physicians are completing their provisional status and are
eligible for regular appointments as members of the medical staff of The
University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic. The Committee has reviewed
recommendations concerning their appointment and hereby recommend approval.

Department of Dermatology

Valda Kaye

Department of laboratory
Mediclne and pathology

Will iam Vine

Department of Medicine

Arnold Adicoff

Department of Pediatrics

Ora Pescovitz
David Steinhorn

Department of Physical
Medlclne and Rehabllitatfon

Essam Awad

Department of Radiology

Gunnar Lund

Category

Attending

Attending

Clinical

Attending
Attending

Clinical

Attending

Date Eligible

December 25, 1986

December 25, 1986

August 26, 1986

December 25, 1986
December 25, 1986

December 25, 1986

December 25, 1986

9.



l5i1 UNIVERSITYOF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 5, 1987

TO: Joint Conference Committee Members

Phyllis Ellis
Patricia Ferrieri, M.D.
Donald Gilmore
Greg Hart

James Moller, M.D.
Michael Popkin, M.D.
Bruce Work, M.D.

FROM: George Heenan, Committee Chair

The March meeting of the Joint Conference Committee will be held on:

Wednesday, March 11, 1987
4:30 P.M.

The Board Room, University Hospital

The agenda and background materials for the meeting are enclosed.
Dinner will be served at the conclusion of the business meeting. I will look
forward to seeing you on Wednesday.

cc: Marjorie Carey
Al Dees
Jan Halverson
Pat Jacobberger
Nancy Janda
Geoff Kaufmann
Barbara Tebbitt

HEALTH SCIENCES
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J01RT COBFEllEHCE COHMI"l"l'EE

BOARD OF GOVERRORS

Wednesday, March 11, 1987
4:30 P.M.

The Board Room (8-106) University Hospital

AGKBDA

I. Approval of Minutes

II. Severity Indexing Position Paper
- Al Dees

III. End Stage Renal Disease Policies
- Pat Jacobberger

Approval

Endorsement

Endorsement

IV.

V.

Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report
- James Moller, M.D •

• Medical Staff Bylaw, Rules and Regulation Changes

• Appointment and Reappointment Applications Changes

Clinical Chiefs Report
- Bruce Work, M.D.

Endorsement

Endorsement

Information

,

VI. Other Business

VII. Adjournment

**** TO BE DISTRIBUTED AT MEETIRG ****

Severity Indexing Position Paper

1.



MINUTES
Joint Conference Committee

Board of Governors
February 11, 1987

ATTENDANCE: Present: George Heenan, Chair
Phyllis Ellis
Patricia Ferrieri, M.D.
Donald Gilmore
Greg Hart
James Moller, M.D.
Michael Popkin, M.D.

Absent: Bruce Work, M.D.

Staff: Jan Halverson
Nancy Janda
Geoff Kaufmann
Barbara Tebbitt

Guest: Al Dees

APPROVAl OF MINUTES

The minutes of the December 10, 1986 meeting of the Joint
Conference Committee were approved as submitted.

Mr. Heenan also introduced the new members of the Committee.

SEVERITY INDEXING POSITION PAPER

Mr. Dees presented a draft of a position paper on severity
indexing and quality measurement. The Committee discussed the
statement extensively, and asked that revisions be made,
emphasizing areas of support, areas of needed study, and current
and future actions as it relates to severity indexing at
University Hospital. Mr. Dees and Mr. Hart agreed to
incorporate the Committee's suggestions into a second draft of
the paper.

MEDICAl STAFF-HOSPITAL COUNCIL REPORT

Dr. t10ller presented the recommendations of the Credentials
Committee as approved by the Medical Staff-Hospital Council.

2.



The Joint Conference Committee acted to endorse the Credentials
Committee report and recommendations and forward the report for
approval to the Board of Governors.

As part of the Credentials Committee discussion, Dr. Moller
indicated that he will be appointing a committee to coordinate
the application of laser technology within the Hospital.
Dr. Moller also indicated that he noted in the recent Board
evaluation several Board members expressed an interest in
learning more of the credentials process. The Joint Conference
Committee asked Dr. Moller to elaborate on the process used by
the Credentials Committee with the full Board of Governors at a
future meeting.

CLINICAl CHIEFS REPORT

Mr. Hart reported on recent meetings of the Clinical Chiefs,
which have been spent primarily in discussion of legislative
matters and the University budget request.

OTHER

Mr. Heenan asked that the Committee members give some thought to
future agenda items.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 6 p.m.

Respe~/tf.U~.)f~ted.
~ ~<;j- __" '"

Greg Hart

GH/kj
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UNIVERSITYOF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 3, 1987

TO:

FROM:

Members of Joint Conference Committee ~

Barbara Volk Tebbltt, Chief Executive Officer, Kidney Dialysis unl~~

The index
the Joint
of the Kidney
you may have

Medicare regulations require any changes in pol icies or procedures for the
End Stage Renal Disease Program be submitted for approval by the Board of
Governors on an annual basis. This review is completed first by Joint
Conference and then submitted to the Board at the fol lowing meeting.

The changes this year, as in the past, are not substantive.
briefly identifies those changes. I will be out of state for
Conference meeting and have asked Pat Jacobberger, head nurse
Dialysis Unit, to attend the meeting and answer any questions
about these proposed changes.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

bvt.1 .03387

cc: Pat Jacobberger

HEALTH SCIENCES
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES/ADDITIONS 1!

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

1 Organizational Structure for Kidney Dialysis
1 U. of M. Hospital and Clinics - Chart of Organization ESRD Program

1 Role of Fellows and Residents for the Renal Unit
1 Nursing and Technician Coverage - Dialiysis Unit
1,2 Guidelines for On Call Personnel in the Dialysis Unit
2 Permanent Shifts In Dialysis Unit

(Removed reference to 12 Noon Nursing Shift)
2 Vacation Policy - Kidney Dialysis

(Revised minimum staffing numbers)

2 Chief Executive Officer Responsibilities
(Identified backup for CEO)

2 Dialysis Hepatitis Protocol
(re: bagging of linen and use of equipment

2 Handling and Disposal of Wastes and Contaminants
(deleted use of separate Hepatitis delivery system)

2 Checking the Emergency Cart and Defibrillator

~ (stated carts no longer need to be opened-practise is to
check integrity of seals)

2 Policy on Drugs and Equipment for Emergency Procedures

(reflect changes in carts on Peds and Adult)
2 Fire Policy - Dialysis Unit

(reflects placement of instruction)
3 Patient Scheduling During Emergency

3 Discontinuing Dialysis in Emergency Situations
2 Policy for the Maintenance of Quality Water

(added cleaning schedule for new system)
2 Assurance of Water Quality

(added disinfection schedule)
2 Electrical Safety Policy

(removed reference to redundant ground - no longer needed)
2 Storage of Food and Biologicals

(indicates new food areas in new hospital)

Key: 1 - reflects change in personnel and/or nomenclature
2 - reflects change in practice
3 - new procedure

5.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA I The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
TWIN CITIES Harvard Street at East River Road

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

I have reviewed all of the following Policies for the Hemodialysis Units

and approve those changes rrade.

Chief Executive Officer

Medical Director - Adult Stations

Medical Director - Pediatric Stations

/
Head Nul-se

HEALTH SCIENCES

Date

2-27- <t7
Date

2.-27-P7
Date

Date
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NURSING SERVICE

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
for the

DIALYSIS UNIT

Director of Nursing Service
Barbara V. Tebbitt

I----....,jl.....-----,
Director of Associate Director

Education Services Nursing Operations
Susan Brakke Helen Pitt

,

Staff Development Director of
Instructor Critical Care

Kate Porter Ruth Krueger
- -- - - - -- -- -~- -

I 1
\

!
1

Head Nurse
Dialysis Unit

I Patricia Jacobberger

I

1 I I

Assistant Head Nurse Assistant Head Nurse Chief Dialysis Technician
Mary Biersach Anne Sheridan Isaac Otieno

Nursing/Technician Staff
- Charge Nurse
- General Staff Nurse
- Principal Lab Technician
- Nursing Station Assistant/Secretary
- Nursing Assistant

LEGEND:

indicates direct responsibility and authority---
-indicates consultation, education, reference/resource-sharing, etc .

. Revised 1/20/87
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e
Revised 1/20/87

Network Coordinating
Council Member

Dr. Thomas F. Ferris

Chief of Staff and Chairman
Medical Staff Hospital Council

Dr. James H. Moller

fit
University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics

Chart of Organization
End-Stage Renal Disease Program

Renal Transplant Service and Dialysis Unit

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
[

--r
i

CEO Dialysis Unit
Senior Associate Director

Ms. Barbara Tebbitt

ft

Review Board Member'

Richard SilJlll()ns

I

Director of Nursing Services
Ms. Barbara Tebbitt

~,
"--
"'"

II

"--"
~.

'~

'""'''--,.

I
Alternate CEO - Dialysis

Associate Director, Nursing
Operations

Ms. Helen Pitt

/~

/
Medical Director
Adult Stations

Dr. Thomas Hostetter

Attending Staff
Housestaff

co

Medical Director
Pediatric Stations

Dr. S. Michael Mauer

Attending Staff
Housestaff

Medical Director
Renal Transplant Service

Dr. John Najarian

Attending Staff
Housestaff

Transplant Coordinator

'Renal Transplant Service
Medical/Surgical Director

Ms. Carole Gongaware

Head Nurse
Nursing Staff

Dialysis Unit
Critical Care Director

Ms. Ruth Krueger
I

Head Nurse
Nursing Staff

Dialysis Technicians



SOURCE

Medical Directors - Adult and
Pediatric Dialysis

SUBJECT
ROLE OF FELLOWS AND RESIDENTS
FOR THE RENAL UNIT

.l5il UNIVERSITY 0 .. MINNESOTA HOS"ITALoS AND CLoINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
Personnel Policies

VOL. PON~! NUMBER

EFFECTIVE
3/79

REVISI7:N
6 83, 1/84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

Pediatric and Adult Renal Fellows will, from time-to-time, have patient care responsibilities
under the direction of the Medical Director and/or Attending Physician for that Dialysis.
Area. A current schedule of Physician Rotation and on-call rotation will be posted in each
Dialysis Area.

PROCEDURE

I. Areas of Responsibility

Resonsible Individual

Thomas H. Hostetter, M.D.
S. Michael Mauer, M.D.

Thomas H. Hostetter, M.D.
Thomas F. Ferris, M.D.
Mark S. Pallor, M.D.
Karl Nath, M.D.
Connie L. Manske, M.D.

S. Michael Mauer, M.D.
Thomas Nevins, M.D.
Blauche Chauers, M.D.
Jeffrey L. Platt, M.D.

Action

Medical Director, Adult Stations
Medical Director, Pediatric Stations

Attending Physicians
Adult Stations

Attending Physicians
Pediatric Stations

~.,

.... , ""., I ~ .~/

, ~ ,
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n. Pediatric Renal Fellow Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Medical Director

Pediatric Renal Fellow

SECTION

Page 2 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.3

SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Assigns the rotations of coverage which are
approximately 6 months per year.

Attends daily rounds conducted by the
Attending Physician every week day at 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.

Attends the Friday Patient Review Con
ference at 12 noon.

Carries a hospital pager while on duty
and a long-range pager when on-calL

Manages patient care of the pediatric
dialysis patient with the direct assis
tance of the Attending Physician for the
first 3 weeks.

After the first 3 weeks, manages patient
care of the pediatric dialysis patient in
dependently. Daily rounds will continue.

With input and corroboration of the
Head Nurse and/or Assistant Head
Nurse, makes arrangements concerning
patient schedules, written orders, noti
fies unit of patient problems and in
forms staff of admissions.

During rounds, examines patients, sets
finishing weights, sets ideal hemato
crits, orders laboratory tests and blood
products, resolves dialysis related care
problems and write necessary orders on
the order sheet.

10.



Responsible Individual

Pediatric Renal Fellow (continued)

ID. Green Medicine Resident Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Green Medicine Resident

SECTION

Page 3 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.3

SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Makes monthly notes regarding the
patient's condition.

During dialysis, is available to solve
problems not left up to nursing jUdge
ment, rearranges schedule with Head
Nurse and/or Assistant Head Nurse, is
present when acutely ill patients arrive,
and is available by pager for needed
changes.

Reports off to the Resident on call at
the end of the day.

Action

Cares for renal patients on the Green
Medicine Service under the guidance of
the Green Medicine Attending Physi
cian.

Coordinates and completes transplant
work-ups.

Correlates the management of the renal
dialysis patient with the Dialysis
Attending Physician.

Discharges patients with chronic renal
failure and/or dialysis patients and
arrange their follow-up.

11.



Responsible Individual

Green Medicine Resident (continued)

IV. Renal Fellow - Consultation Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Renal Fellow on Consultation

SECTION

Page 4 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.3

SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Sends a discharge summary and registers
the patient with the Transplant Office
on patients who are discharged after a
Transplant Work-up.

Presents potential transplant recipients
at the Friday Patient Review Confer-
ence.

Action

Attends the following Conferences:

• Nephrology Conference every
Tuesday - 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

• Renal Clinics and Clinic Confer
ence every Thursday - 1:00 to 5:00
p.m.

• Journal Club every Wednesday at
4:30 p.m.

Alternate call with other fellows to
cover the Dialysis Unit and CAPD from
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. on weekdays and
5:00 p.m. Fridays to 8:00 a.m. on week
ends.

Answers all requested Renal Consults
for adult services.

12.



v. Renal Fellows - Dialysis Responsibilities

Responsible Individual

Renal Fellow in Dialysis

va2-P288

SECTION

Page 5 of 5

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.3

SUBJECT

Role of Fellows and Residents
for the Renal Unit

Action

Attends conferences as outlined above
for Renal Fellow on Consultation.

Alternate~call as described above.

Coordinates the management of patients
requiring dialysis wi th the Dialysis
Attending Physician.

Participates in the therapy plan for
patients with acute or chronic renal
failure.

13.



UNIVIIIlSITY 01" MINNIISOTA HOSPITAI.S AND CI.INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
NURSING AND TECHNICIAN COVERAGE 
DIALYSJS UNIT

SOURCE
Dialysis Leadership Team

SECTION

Personnel Policies

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IV.8

EFF-ECTIVE
6/83

REVISION
6/83, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

The Critical Care Director, designated by the Senior Associate Director and Director of
Nursing Services, the Head Nurse and the Assistant Head Nurses are responsible for the
quality of nursing care and the organization of Dialysis Unit, and are under the direction of .
the Director of Nursing Services. Input and direction are also received from the Medical
Directors.

PROCEDURES

Responsible Individual

Assistant Head Nurses

Chief Dialysis Technician

Head Nurse

Action

- Coordinate the training and assi mulation
of Registered Nurses and also of Dialysis
Technicians in the nursing aspects of dia
lysis.

- Coordinates the training and assimulation
of Dialysis Technicians in the operation
and maintenance of dialysis related
equipment.

- Assures that there will be adequate start
present to safely care for patients requir
ing dialysis and that the following hours
of operation are staffed:

o Monday through Friday:
7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
3:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

;.;~ 1.. ;'~L t. '- .;
1:( I. ~'J:,>

1. •
l ' I..

DATE

5/ ./.~
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Responsible Individual

Head Nurse (cont.)

pv2-P286

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.8

SUBJECT

Nursing and Technician Coverage -
Dialysis Unit

Action

o Saturday:
7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
11:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

- Assures that an adequate on-call staff
(R.N. and technician) are available for'
emergiencies when the Dialysis Unit is
not open:

o Monday through Saturday:
11:30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m.

o Saturday and Sunday:
5:30 p.m. Saturday evening to
7:30 a.m. Monday morning

(Both dialysis areas are closed on Sun
days.)

15.



SOURCE
Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT
GUIDELINES FOR ON CALL PERSONNEL
IN THE DIALYSIS UNfI'

'l5l1 POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTI~N

ersonnel Policies

VOL. pOW.l ~UMBER

EFFECTjVE
6 83

REVISION
1/84, 8/84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

New employees are assimilated into the Call Schedule 4 to 6 months after completing Dialy
sis Orientation. From time-to-time, this may vary depending on the new employee's back
ground and experience in this Dialysis Unit.

Weekday Call starts at 12 Midnight Sunday and lasts until 7:30 a.m. Monday morning. From
Monday - Friday, call begins at 11:30 p.m. and ends at 7:30 a.m. the following morning. Call
starting at 11:30 p.m. Friday ends at 9:00 a.m. Saturday morning, resumes at 5:30 p.m. Satur
day and ends at 12 Midnight Sunday.

On-call pay is $1.75 per hour. Call pay must be taken as pay rather than time back. When
on-call staff are called in, the hours worked begin from the time they are called in and
continue until they leave the hospital. When personnel are called in and dialysis is cancelled
staff should claim three hours on their paycards. If staff are called in, hours worked may be
claimed as paid hours or time back.

Dialysis personnel are to be called in only by Dialysis Physicians. When on-call staff are
contacted by others, such as a unit secretary or another physician, staff should feel comfor
table in instructing that individual to contact the Dialysis Physician on-call. The Dialysis
Physician will then contact the on-call staff.

Staff should not hesitate to discuss the need for emergency dialysis with the Dialysis Physi
cian. On-call personnel should be called only for emergency situation OR when the dialysis
schedule runs past the usual hours of Unit operation. On-call staff (nurse and technician) will
not work more than 16 consecutive hours.

Pregnant staff members are deleted from the Call rotation because of the possibility of being
called in to dialyze patients with contagious infections.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Nurse and Technician On Call

r.<.!..(I_C,'.
,_. ..,-

::J!' /- { (, /7 :' )

Action

- Carry a long range beeper when away
from home.

, DATE

,,-.A/(
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Responsible Individual

Nurse and Technician On Call (cont.)

Nurse On Call

The Resource Nurse

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IV.15

SUBJECT

Guidelines for On Call Personnel in
the Dialysis Unit

Action

- Report to the Unit within 20 minutes
when called in.

- Picks up the Unit and narcotic keys in the
Resource Office on arrival.

- Locks the Unit and returns the Unit and·
narcotic keys to the Resource Office
when leaving.

- If the Resource Office is locked, pages
the Resource Nurse at the front desk of
the Hospital.

- If the patient's acuity is such that assist
ance is needed, requests help from the
patient's Unit and/or the Resource
Nurse. 1:1 patients require that the Unit
nurse provide care during dialysis.

- Contacts the Resource Nurse if:

* staff anticipate exceeding 16 consecu
tive hours of work

* the number of patients to be dialyzed
exceeds

one acute patient or
-- one pediatric patient or
-- three stable chronic patients

- Contacts other dialysis staff to come in
to assist. If additional staff cannot be
located, the Head Nurse is contacted
first, then each Assistant Head Nurse if
the Head Nurse is not available.

17.



Responsible Individual

Dialysis Physician On-Call

pv2-P287

SECTION

Page 3

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.15

SUBJECT

Guidelines for On Call Personnel in
the Dialysis Unit

Action

- Contacts both the nurse and technician
on-call if emergency dialysis is needed.

- Sets priorities when more than one pa
tient requires emergency dialysis.

18.



SOURCE
Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT
PERMANENT SHIFTS IN THE
DIALYSlS UNIT

·lm UNIV."SITY OP" MINN.SOTA HOSPITAI.S AND CI.INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
Personnel Policies

VOL. PCW~IrUMBER

EFFE§}!r:f

REVI!'71N
84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

Permanent Day and Evening shifts are available to allow nurses and technicians the oppor
tunity for permanent hours. Personnel who are not assigned a permanent shift will rotate
days and evenings. All staff, permanent shift and non-permanent shift will work every other
Saturday except for staff working 40% or less who will work one Saturday out of every four
and Unit Leadership.

New employees may not occupy a permanent shift until an appropriate orientation and assi m
ilation period has elapsed. Employees engaged in formal discipline will not be considered for
permanent shifts.

Staff who are assigned a permanent shift are expected to sign an intra-unit contract. This
contract will dilineate the hours and conditions of the permanent shift. In times of short
staffing and emergencies, the employee will be expected to rotate shifts.

Permanent shifts wil be assigned based on seniority. For these purposes, seniority will be
based on the date of hire into the classification in the Nursing Department.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Leadership Team

fLiu~:i:

_-;~ " i: (' i

Action

Determines the number of permanent
shifts available for nurses and for tech
nicians.

DATE
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Responsible Individual

Leadership Team (continued)

Head Nurse or Assistant Head Nurse

Staff Member who acquires a permanent
shift

va2-P290

SECTION

Page 2 of 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.16

SUBJECT

Permanent Shifts in the
Dialysis Units

Action

Permanent Shifts - Nurses

Days - 5 posi tions

1. Head Nurse
2. Assistant Head Nurse - Adult
3. Assistant Head Nurse - Pediatrics
4. General Staff Nurse
5. General Staff Nurse

Reliefs - 4 positions

1. Relief Charge Nurse
2. General Staff Nurse
3. General Staff Nurse
4. General Staff Nurse

Permanent Shifts - Technicians

Days - 4 positions

1. Chief Dialysis Technician
2. Staff Technician
3. Staff Technician
4. Staff Technician

Reliefs - 3 positions

1. Staff Technician
2. Staff Technician
3. Staff Technician

Post permanent shifts as they become
available.

Award shifts based on seniority.

Signs an intra-unit contract for a perma
nent shift.

20.



SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT

VACATION POLICY - DIALYSIS UNIT

Lm
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL,. AND CL,INIC.

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION

Personnel Policies

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

IV.21

EFFECTIVE

7/84

REVISION

1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

The granting of time off for vacations is subject to staffing needs, leaves of absence (i.e.,
military, paternity or maternity LOA's), and other circumstances (i.e., patient population and
acuity). Vacation requests over the Christmas and New Year holidays will not be automa- .
tically granted.

Under usual circumstances, no more than two nurses and two technicians will be granted
vacation in the same time period.

PRODECURE

Responsible Individual

Head Nurse

II

TITLE

If/d.U':' /._C'·~J(/...I_ 1I1..:l-l di'<h~

Action

- Determines minimum staffing necessary
to deliver safe patient care:

Nurses: 7 - 6 on M
6 - 6 on WF
5 - 5 on TTh
5 - 1 on Sat

Technicians: 4 - 4 on MWF
3 - 3 on TTh
4 - 1 on Sat

- Posts vacation sign-up sheets quarterly as
per Nursing Department Policy.

- Grants vacation time based on Unit and
patient care needs and Nursing Depart
ment seniority and posts the list of
granted time off.

- Posts opportunities for extra shifts when
necessary to fill in for vacation and
LOA's.

DATE

(7.
••.4..
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Responsible Individual

Nursing and Technician staff

pv2-P289

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IV.21

SUBJECT
Vacation Policy - Dialysis Unit

Action

- Sign up for vacation during the sign-up
period.

- Use consideration for co-workers when
signing up in peak vacation periods and
try to limit their requests to two weeks
when possible.

- Provide the dates of expected LOA's to
the Head Nurse as soon as they are
known.

- Make a notation in the Request Book as
well as on the sign-up sheet for vacation
time.

- Notify the Head Nurse as soon as possible
if unable to use granted vacation time.

22.



DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SERVICES

SUBJECT

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
RESPONSmILITIES

SOURCE

Barbara Tebbitt

SECTION

Job Descriptions

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

V.2

EFFECTIVE

1/85

REVISION

8/86

REVIEWED

1/85, 1/86, 1/87

The responsibilities of the Chief Executive Officer for the End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD)
Facility are to:

1. Implement the policies of the facility and coordinate the provision of services in accor
dance with delegations by the Board of Governors.

2. Organize and coordinate the administrative functions of the facility, redelegating duties
as authorized, and establish formal means of accountability.

3. Ensure that expenditures are in accordance with established policies and procedures.

4. Provide for the instruction of staff in policies, roles and regUlations, and with applicable
Federal, State and local laws and regulations.

C 5. Maintain and submit such records and reports as may be required by the Medical Review
Board for the ESRD program and other agencies including the Secretary of Health Edu
cation and Welfare.

6. Participate in development and implementation of agreements into which the hospital
may enter, subject to approval policies of the University and Board of Governors.

In the absence of the Chief Executive Officer, the Associate Director of Nursing Operations
will cover the above responsibilities. This individual has been oriented to the Dialysis Unit
and is aware of communication regarding policies, rules and regulations.

pv2-P291

Medical Director CEO 9/12/86
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SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT
HEPA'lTl'1S PROTOCOL FOR
DIALYSIS TREATMENTS

.t.m
,

UNIVIIR.ITY 0 .. MINNESOTA HO.PIT...... AND C"INIC.

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTION

Infection Control

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
VI.3

EFFECTIVE
8/84

REVISION
1/87

REVIEWED

1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

During the dialysis of a patient with a positive HBCAB or a HBSAG' every effort will be
made to comply with current Hospital Infection Control Policy to prevent cross contamina
tion and the spread of serum B hepatitis.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Station Secretary or Staff Member

Staff member providing patient care

Action

Stamps all blood request slips and tube
labels with a red "HEPATITIS" warning.

Bags out all blood specimens individually
after first cleaning any blood off the
tubes.

Uses intact run record documents and
recopies any records that become spat
tered with blood.

Wears mask, gowns and gloves when
working with the blood access of posi
tive patients.

Posts the proper isolation sign outside
the patient's door during treatment.

Removes food trays in the same manner
as non-infectious patients.

I:

Hli-it.dl.kirc.Uu
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DATE



Responsible Individual

Staff member providing patient care
(continued)

Dialysis Technician

va2-P292

SECTION

·Page 2 of 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

VI.3

SUBJECT

Hepatitis Protocol for
Dialysis Treatments

Action

Bags out laundry and used equipment.

Cleans all equipment, furniture and de
livery machine with Osyl and then with
bleach.

Bleaches the delivery system after the
dialysis treatment is completed.



SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT
HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF
WASTES AND CONTAMINANTS

.l5i1 UNIV.R.ITY 01" MINN••OTA HO...ITA.... AND C"'INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTION

Infection Control

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
VI.13

EFFECTIVE
2/79

REVISION
6/83, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

Wastes, contaminants and contaminated items will be handled by personnel in the Dialysis
Unit in such a way so as to prevent crosscontamination within the Dialysis Area and with ad
jacent Units.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

All nurses, technicians and nursing assist
ants

va2-P293

Action

Bag all laundry for removal.

Double bag all solid waste into a trash
can liner, and then into a bio-hazardous
trash bag. All bags are then placed into
a dumpster for collection by Environ
mental Services.

Clean all bedside equipment after use
with the proper solution.

Flush no blood into the sewage system.
It is autoclaved by the Hospital and in
cinerated.

Store any blood and serum samples only
in the Dialysis Unit lab refrigerator.

DATE

/.~
/
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SOURCE

Head Nurse, Dialysis Unit

SUBJECT

CHECKING THE EMERGENCY CARTS
AND DEFmRILLATORS

.l5il UNIVIERSITY O~ MINNIESOTA HOS"ITAI.S AND C:I.INIC:S

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION

Emergency Preparedness

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
VIT.1

EFFECTIVE
1n9

REVISION
12n9, 6/83, 3/84, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

An emergency cart and defibrillator will be kept in each Dialysis Area. The integrity of the
cart and the function of the defibrillator will be evaluated each operating shift on Monday
through Friday and on the A.M. shift on Saturday.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Day and Evening Charge Nurses in the
Adult and Pediatric Areas

Head Nurse

va2-P294

r,: (i.. U. L"t-.( c

.;.z /. {C. //,~

Action

Check the date and the integrity of the
em ergency cart seals.

Replace any cart that is outdated by
calling Dispatch.

Test the defibrillator for power on,
charging and discharge.

Document the checks by indicating the
date, status of equipment and signature
on the Emergency Cart check list.

Maintains old check lists in the Adult
Dialysis Area.

DATE

27.



SOURCE

Head Nurse - Dialysis

SUBJECT
DRUa; AND EQUIPMENT POR
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

'l5TI
UNIVIERSITY OP' MINNIESOTA HOS~ITAl,S AND Cl,lNICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTF,0Nmergency Preparedness

VOL. PCVif.\ NUMBER

EFFE~l+V!f

REVI~I.RfiJ, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWEO
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

Drugs and appropriate equipment will be available in both the Adult and Pediatric Areas for
patient and equipment emergencies.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Head Nurse and Chief Technician with the
input of the Medical Director and Assistant
Head Nurses

Head Nurse

l~ (lI.. 'I-v..., <.

_~ ,.[I../,-z".

Action

Assure the availability of standby dialy
sis delivery machines, infusion pumps,
venipuncture equipment and air leak de
tectors.

Assure the availability of separate dial
ysis delivery machines for patient with
infectious disease such as Acquired
Immune Disease Syndrome.

Assure the availability of bed and chair
scales for all patients (i.e., Adults and
Pediatrics).

Assures that a Cardiac defibrillator is
available in both areas and that Peds
paddles are available on the unit in the
Peds Area.

DATE

28.



Responsible Individual

Head Nurse (continued)

SECTION

Page 2 of 3

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
VII.4

SUBJECT
Drugs and Equipment for
Emergency Procedures

Action

Assures that Cardiac Monitoring equip
ment is available in both areas and that
Monitoring equipment is available at
each station in the Peds area.

Assures that an Emergency Cart is lo
cated in both areas and that these carts
contain:

*

*

*

*

*

Emergency Ventilation Boxes for
Adults and Adults and Peds (in Peds
Area) and that those boxes contain
ambus, airways, laryngoscopies with
sized blades, endotracheal tubes,
02 flow filters and masks and
cannulas.

Pericardiocentesis/Thoracostomy
Tray

Tracheostomy tray in Adult Area 
A pediatric tray is stocked on the
supply shelves in the Pediatric
Area.

Vascular Cutdown Tray in the Adult
Area - a pediatric tray is stocked
on the supply shelves in the Pedi
atrics Area.

Emergency Drug Boxes.

Charge Nurse on the shift where an emer
gency occurs.

Assures that the used Emergency Cart
Drug Box and Ventilation Box are re
placed.

29.



Responsible Individual

CSP

Cardio-Respiratory Department

Radiology

Hospital Engineering

va2-P295

SECTION

Page 3 of 3

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
Vll.4

SUBJECT

Drugs and Equipment for
Emergency Procedures

Action

Will provide compressed air cylinder if
needed for the operation of Ventilators
in the Adult Area when contacted.

Will provide a respirator in emergency
situations when contacted.

Will provide for any portable x-ray when
contacted

Assures the availability of wall suction
and wall oxygen.

30.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOS,.ITAJ.S AND CJ.INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT
FIRE POLICY - DIALYSJS UNIT

SOURCE

Head Nurse - Dialysis

SECTION
Emergency Preparedness

VOL. P~lf.5NUMBER

EFFECTIVE
10/77

REVISION
6/83, 1/86, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

Evacuation routes for use in the event of a fire are posted prominently for quick evacuations.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Head Nurse

va2-P296

~.

(·~::C_''-_

/.i~f1t{r~-

Action

Assures that Evacuation routes are
prominently displayed in both areas.

* Adult Area - route is displayed in
main patient care area.

* Pediatric Area - route is displayed
immediately outside the main
entrance to the Pediatric Dialysis
Area.

Assures that there is a written policy
for the emergency discontinuation of
dialysis, that the policy is posted on the
bulletin board and that the dialysis staff
is aware of the policy.

DATE
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SOURCE
Dialysis Leadership Team

SECTWNmergency Preparedness

VOL. POVYi~fUMBER

EFFErfl)~1

REVISION

REVIEWED,

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

UNIVIER.ITY 01" MINNIE.OTA HO.PITA.... AND C: ...INIC:.

SUBJECT
PATIENT SCHEDULING DURING EMERGEN~

.l5i1

~ r==:::-==:---------------------,

POLICY

In cases of emergency (e.g., blizzards, natural disasters, etc.) it may be necessary to alter
the usual practices of patient scheduling to accommodate patient care needs.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Charge Nurse and the Renal Fellow and/or
Attending Physician

Action

Make a determination as to how to best
utilize the available staff and provide
safe patient care.

Prioritize patient needs based on patient
acuity and availability of staff.

Decide which patient's treatments can
be shortened, delayed or postponed.

Head Nurse and/or Assistant Head Nurse Contacts extra staff depending on patient
needs.

va2-P297
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SOURCE

Dialysis Leadership Team

SUBJECT

DISCONTINUING DIALYSIS IN
EMERGENCY SrrUATIONS

.1Si1 UNIVERSITY 01" MINNESOTA HOSPITALo. AND CLoINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
SECTION

Emergency Preparedness

VOL. P~lf~NUMBER

EFFECTIVE
1/87

REVISION

REVIEWED

POLICY

In the event of an emergency situation (e.g. fire, loss of power, natural disaster, etc.) that
could be life-threatening to patients and staff, all dialysis treatments in progress will be
quickly and immediately terminated.

PROCEDURE

/1 ,
L.- C '-

Responsible Individual

Charge Nurse, Assistant Head Nurse or
Head Nurse

Nursing and Technician Staff

l--f.-~_l~:~.-{"l.. ~2 .~':_' fJ<. duo C~~;,
!I t1 /(j~.

Action

Decides if patient's are to be transfused
back or if the blood lines are to be
clamped and cut to expedite evacuation.

Gives the order to transfuse back or
clamp and cut.

Leaves the Unit last and brings a supply
cart for emergency care.

Transfuses each patient back if that is
the order.

If the order is to clamp and cut, turns
off the dialysis delivery machine, places
two clamps across both blood lines and
cuts between them with a scissor. For
children with Hickman Catheters, turns
off the machine, clamps the catheter and
disconnects the blood lines. Attach a
saline syringe to the "Hickman Catheter.

Evacuate all patients as quickly as poss
ible according to established evacuation
routes.

DATE
,; ,~
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UNIVERSITY 01' MINNE.OTA HO."ITAL.. AND CL.INIC.

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SUBJECT

POLICY POR MAINTENANCE OP QUALITY
WATER

SOURCE

Head Nurse - Dialysis

SECTION

VIII. Equipment and Water

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

VIn.1

EFFECTIVE

10/77

REVISION

1/79, 1/83, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86~ 1/87

POLICY

The maintenance of biologically and chemically safe water will be the responsibility of the
Medical Directors and under the supervision of Chief Technician and Head Nurse.

Responsible Individual

Chief Technician

Head Nurse and Chief Technician

1_ =-<t.;((.LL~

.:Y:E.. ZJ...</.,

Action

- Daily, checks and records:
o parts per million (PPM) of dissolved

solids of tap water and R/O permeate
water

o chloramine levels and free chlorine
levels of the R/O permeate

- Records repairs of the reverse osmosis
equipment in the R/O Log Book.

- Establishes a schedule for and assures
that the reverse osmosis membranes are
cleaned and the system sterilized:

o Mayo R/O is cleaned every two weeks
(or PRN) and the system is disinfected
every two weeks (or PRN).

o New hospital R/O is cleaned on a PRN
basis depending on bacteriologic and
PP M readings.

- Reports any abnormality to the Head
Nurse.

- Informs the appropriate Medical Director
of abnormal test results.

DATE

34.



Responsible Individual

Environmental Health Specialist

pv2-P299

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
Vill.l

SUBJECT

Policy for Maintenance of Quality
Water

Action

- Periodically samples the RIO permeate
for its bacterial content.

35.



SOURCE
Medical Director & CEO - Dialysis

SUBJECT
ASSURANCE OF WATER QUALITY - DIALYSIS

.l5i1 UNIVERSITY 0" MINNESOTA HOSPITAL.S AND CL.INICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
VIII. Equipment and Water

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
VIII.2

EFFECTIVE
5/84

REVISION
5/84, 1/87

REVIEWED
1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

The University of Minnesota Hospital Dialysis Unit will utilize the standards and methods
established by the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) in
determining the bacteriologic and chemical quality of water used for hemodialysis.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Environmental Health Specialist

Chief Technician

TITLE

j,. f. 1 1,(.: _ 1::<:

Action

- Assesses the level of bacteriologic
growth in treated water on a monthly
basis and when clinical indications sug
gest the presence of pyrogens (i.e., fevers
of 1000 or above and chills occurring in
two or more patients at the same time in
the absence of obvious infection).

- Obtains samples from the R/O holding
tank and from two random stations.

- Forwards the results of bacteriological
testing to the Head Nurse and Chief
Technician.

- Oversees the disinfection of the Reverse
Osmosis systems along the following:

* The R/O in the Adult Area is disinfect
ed with 4% formaldehyde every other
Sunday.

* The water distribution is disinfected
with peracitic acid every other Sunday.

* The R/O system that serves the Pedia
tric Area will be disinfected every 6
weeks.

DATE
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Responsible Individual

Chief Technician (cont.)

Chief Technician and Head Nurse

Medical Director

pv2-P300

SECTION

Page 2

VOL. POLICY NUMBER

VIII.2

SUBJECT

Assurance of Water Quality - Dialysis

Action

* Decides, with input from the Head
Nurse, if either system require more
frequent cleaning.

- Obtains sample of feed and product water
from the RIO system serving the Pedia
tric Area and sample of the product
water from the RIO system serving the.
Adult Area every Mayor June and every
October.

- Sends these water samples to an outside
laboratory for chemical contaminant
concentra tion.

- Forward the results of tests for chemical
contamination to the Medical Director of
each area.

- Orders the use of distilled or deionized
water should the test result exceed the
AAMI recommended allowances.



SUBJECT
ELECTRICAL SAFETY

SOURCE

Dialysis Head Nurse

.l5il UNIV.IISITY 01" MINN.SOTA HOS..ITAl.. AND Cl.lNICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
IX. Miscellaneous

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IX.3

EFFECTIVE
3/79

REVISION
6/83, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

The Dialysis Unit has an equipotential ground system.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

BioMedical Engineering

va2-P301

; .. i·tr.- (L.! <f,,~ .. {

3(i-~((?/."

Action

Performs electrical safety checks on
dialysis related equipment:

* dialysis delivery systems are
checked every month.

* defribrillator output area ECG
operation is checked every three
months

Places a sticker on the tested equipment
indicating the date checked.

Records results of checks and keeps the
records in the BioMedical Engineering
Department.

DATE

.,,-, " '..
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SOURCE

Dialysis Head Nurse

SUBJECT
STORAGE OF FOOD AND BIOLOGICALS

.l5i1 UNIVIU.SITY OP' MINNIESOTA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

SECTION
IX. Miscellaneous

VOL. POLICY NUMBER
IX.4

EFFECTIVE
3n9

REVISION
6/83, 1/87

REVIEWED

1/84, 1/85, 1/86, 1/87

POLICY

Food and biologicals shall be properly stored.

PROCEDURE

Responsible Individual

Head Nurse

va2-P302

/." d.' ,{.L~" ,.
5/. t~ ('~

Action

Provides for the storage of medication,
sterile culture and coagulation tubes in
a refrigerator separate from the storage
of food.

Provides for the storage of patient nour
ishments in a refrigerator separate from
the storage of medication and biologi
cals.

Provides for the storage of staff food in
a refrigerator separate from the storage
of patient food.

Assures that all refrigerators are
cleaned weekly and defrosted monthly.

DATE

(7 -.. I' C
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

Office of the Chiefof Staff

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Box 707
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

(612) 626·1945

March 5, 1987

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Joint Conference Committee

James H. Moller, M.D., Chief of Staff
Chairman, Medical Staff-Hospital Council

Proposed Revisions to the Bylaws, Rules and Regulations
of the Medical Staff, Appointment and Reappointment Applications

On March 10, the Medical Staff-Hospital Council will act on the attached
proposed revisions to the Bylaws, Rules and Regulations of the Medical Staff,
Applications for Appointment, Reappraisal and Reappointment to the Medical and
Dental Staff and Specified Professional Personnel-Psychology Staff.

I am forwarding these revisions to you for your review and consideration on
March 11. The outcome of the Council's action will be reported at that time.
Following your consideration of these recommendations, we ask that you forward
them to the Board of Governors for approval on March 25.

Thank you.

JHM/cf
Attachment

HEALTH SCIENCES
40.



Proposed Revision to the Bylaws of the Medical staff

ARTICLE VI Committees of the Medical Staff

PART C: CREDENTIALS COflllITTEE

Section 1. Composition:

The Credentials Committee shall consist of~ seven (~7) members of the

Attending Staff who are not serving as a clinical chief. or is in officer of the

staff Chief of Staff.

PART 0: UTIbIIATION W"".GEMENT COMMITTEE

Section 1. Composition:

The Utili~ation ~anagement Committee shall consist of the Chief of Staff aRd

at least four Clinical Chiefs aRd/or seRior medical staff members, the GeReral

Direetar, ar his/her 6esi~Aee, aA6 the Direetar af N~rsiA~ Services.

(b) to mORitor utili~ation of resources by the medical staff and to

ideRtify hospital wide utili~ation problems and, as indicated, to

formulate aRd implemeRt corrective strategies aRd mORitor their

effecti veAess.

(c) to idontify, through profile analysis, utililatioR and resource USQ

variances from norms for specific physicians Qr cliRical department,

41.
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with referral of such problems to the appropriate C1iRica1 Chief for

resel uti en al'ld subsequent repo,"t to the COlftlftittee.

(d)

( f)

to recommeRd policies aRd procedures iRteRded to provide medical

records that are adequately compreheRsive to support high quality

patieRt care iRd historical validity) aRd to formulate recommeRdatioRs

for resolution of problems related thereto.

to recommeRd policies or other ictioRs related to the compositioR aRd

prompt completioR of medical records, iRcludiRg the developmeRt aRd/or

review of all forms iRteRded to be iRcluded iR medical records, aRd

shall enforce the rules ana regulations governing these matters;

to recommeRd policies related to matters of privileged commuRicatioR

and legal release of information.

£ectioR J. MeetiRgs:

The Uti 1hati OR ~1aRagemeRt Committee shill meet at 1eist quarterly, shall

maiRtaiR a permaReRt record of its fiRdiRgs, proc@@diRgs aRd ictioRS, iRd shall

make periodic reports thereof to the Medical Staff Wospital CouRcil, the CouRcil

of Chiefs of Clinical Services and the General Director.

PART D: MEDICAL RECORD AND PATIENT CARE INFORMATION COf4l1ITTEE

Section 1. Composition:

The Medical Record and Patient Care Information Committee shall consist of

seven members of the ~~edical ~taff, 4Director of the Medical Record Department,

eDirector of Quality Assurance Services or designee, and represeRtativ@s from

Wospital miRigemeRt, one each from Hospital AdmiRistratioR Management and Nursing

Services.
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Section 2. Duties:

(a) Recommend policies and procedures intended to provide medical records

that are adequately comprehensive to support high quality patient care

and historical validity historically valid.

(b) Review representative samples of medical records and/or review findings

of such reviews to determine the adequacy of documentation being

provided and formulate recommendations for resolution of problems

identified.

(c) Recommend policies and procedures for the development and review of all

forms to be used in medical records for the documentation of patient

care.

(d) Recommend policies or other actions related to the prompt completion of

medical records, regularly review reports of compliance with these

policies, and recommend action to be taken when completion is not in

compliance.

(e) Recommend policies related to matters of privileged communication and

legal release of information.

(f) Review and recommend proposals for application of automated data

processing technology to patient care information communication,

storage, and retrieval.
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Section 3. Meetings:

The Medical Record and Patient Care Information Committee shall meet as

often as necessary or at least quarterly and shall maintain a permanent record of

its proceedings and actions and shall make reports and recommendations as

appropriate to the Medical Staff-Hospital Council and the General Director.

PART E: QUAlITY ASSURANCE STEERING CO"UTTEE

Section 1. Composition:

The Quality Assurance Steering Committee shall consist of the chairmen of

the Cardig RQspiratgry Advisgry Cg~ittQi, thQ Credentials Committee, ~

EmQrgiRcy gQpartmQRt Cgmmittii, thi IRfQctigR CgRtrgl Cgmmittee, the OperatiR9

Rggm Cgmmittie, the Tissue and Procedure Review Committee, ~ Outpatient

Committee, thi PRa~acy sRd Therapeutics Cgmmittee, the UtilizatigR Medical

Recgrds Cg~ittQG, two clinical chiefs, one of whom shall be the chairman of the

Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services, three other representatives of the

mMedical .staff, ripriseRtitives gf NursiR9 Services, Director of Nursing, or

designee, ~eneral Director, or his gr her designee, Cirectgr gf OperatigRS,

Director of Medical Staff Services, Director of Quality Assurance Services,

Director of Patient Relations, and Chief of Staff who will serve as chairman.

Section 2. Duties:

The committee shall advise the Medical Staff-Hospital Council as to

directions that should be taken to improve the hospital and clinic's quality

assurance and utilization review systems. The advice will be based on the

committee's evaluation of patient care concerns and of the effectiveness of the

continuous monitoring and other quality assurance and utilization review

activities carried out by hospital departments, clinical departments, and medical

staff committees.
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(a) To pliR the Quali~ eRhaRcemeRt programs iR the iRstitutioR, including

, evaluation of the quali~ of care aRd the reductioR of morbidi~ aRd

mortali~, WAiGh shall take the form of aR aRRual plaR and annual

reappraisal at these aeti~ities.

Evaluate the continuous monitoring systems and other quality assurance

and utilization review activities of each department and of Medical

Staff-Hospital Council committees at least annually.

(b) To coordinate the iRstitution's quali~ enhancement activities and

coordiRate the communication of information and findiRgs from these

activities, which include tAe evaluation of the quali~ of health care

rendered in the institutioR; statistics and iRformation relative to the

treatment and prevention of diseases; illness and injuries; and cost

aRe quality staReares aRe RarfflS.

Identify problems with the quality of patient care and utilization of

services, and recommend assignment of assessment, reSOlution, and

follow-up activities for these problems.

(c) Develop an annual work plan for quality assurance and utilization

review activities. The work plan will be submitted for approval to the

Medical Staff-Hospital Council, the Wospital ind Clinic's

aaffliRistrative staff, and the Board of Governors.

(d) Serve as an advisory group to Quality Assurance Services.

(e) Coordinate and monitor compliance with JCAH, PRO, and other external

quality assurance and utilization review requirements.
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(f) Recommend organizational changes in the hospital and c1inic's quality

assurance and utilization review systems, as needed.

PART R: TISSUE AND PROCEDURE REVIEW COMMITTEE

Section 2. Duties:

The duties of the Tissue and Procedure Review Committee shall be:

(a) to perform quali~ review activities which relate to the review of

a~erative aAe ather ~raeee~res.

to oversee and review, as appropriate, cases referred by members of the

medical staff and cases identified through the ongoing screening

process of all cases in which a specimen (tissue or non-tissue) is

removed. The scope of review may encompass indications,

appropriateness, and extent of operative and other procedures;

procedures in which there is a marked disparity between the

preoperative diagnosis and the pathologic findings; and cases which

raise issues of a policy nature;

(b) to perform review activities particularly related to iRdicatioRs,

IppropriateRess, IRd exteRt of operative IRd other procedures;

procedures iR whicR tRere is I marked displri~ betweeR the

preoperative dilgRosis aRd the pathologic fiRdiRgs; aRd cases which

raise iss~es af a ~aliey Aat~re.

to monitor the non-tissue procedure review activities carried out by

each clinical department and other committees and recommend changes in

the review activities, as needed.
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Section 3. Meetings:

The Tissue and Procedure Review Committee shall meet at least mORt~ly

quarterly, shall maintain a permanent record of its findings, and, shall make

reports to the Medical Staff-Hospital Council and the General Director.

~ Rev.bylaws/rules(2}.dl.m
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Proposed Revision to the Rules and Regulations of the Medical Staff

SECTION VII. MEDICAL/LEGAL

H. Brain Deit~ Making Patient Care Decisions To Forego or Withdraw Life

Sustaining Treatment.

In some instances, foregoing or withdrawing life sustaining treatment

is consistent with sound medical practice. The patient has a legal

right to self-determination, including the right to consent to or to

refuse treatment, based upon information about his or her diagnosis,

prognosis, options and the risks and benefits of each option. To

facilitate this right of self-determination, decisions about treatment

shall be made by the patient and in most cases, his or her family

members or legal guardians, with assistance from the patient's

physician and/or other health care providers. The patient's choice

sha~l be honored whenever possible. However, the patient's decision

may not be honored when the attending physician or health care

providers determine that the patient's treatment decision would be a

violation of professional judgment, standards of medical practice, or

the law. For a patient deciding to forego life sustaining treatment

or have it withdrawn, a patient care plan shall be developed at a

patient care conference. Such conference normally includes the

responsible physician, house staff, nursing personnel, and other

involved health care providers. The patient, family, or legal

guardian should be involved in developing the patient care plan

whenever possible. (See Policy and Procedure #4.7.)
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I. Autgpsy ArraRgemeRts. Brain Death.

J. R9portiRg R9quir9m9Rts Autopsy Arrangements.

K. Reporting Requirements.

,

rev.bylaws/rules(2).dl.m
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Proposed Revisions to the Application for Appointment to the Medical Staff

2. PREMEDICAL/DENTAL EDUCATION

3. MEDICAL/DENTAL EDUCATION

8. CERTIFICATION (CERTIFIED BY BOARD~ COLLEGE OR EQUIVALENT)

TO BE COMPLETED BY FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

ECFMG (Educational Council for Foreign Medical Graduate)

Certification Number:

10. LICENSURE/REGISTRATION

Are there any formal charges pending in any state which could result in a

limitation, suspension, or revocation of your license?

If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.

DYes DNo

DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) RQgulatiQR Registration Permit number:

Has your DEA Rumb9r Registration Permit ever been suspended or revoked?

DYes DNo

Are there any formal charges pending which could result in a limitation,

suspension, or revocation of your DEA Registration Permit to prescribe

narcotics or other drugs?

If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.

DYes DNo
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~ 13~ SP~CIAlTY IN WHICH PRIVIl~S~S ~~ g~SIR[g MEDICARE/MEDICAID

Have you ever been subjected to civil money penalties under Medicare or

Medicaid program? DYes DNo

Have you been suspended from participation in Medicare or

Medicai d? 0 Yes 0 No

If "yes" give full detail s on a separate sheet of paper.

14. PROfESSIONAL LI.\BIlITY HEALTH STATUS

Do you suffer from any illness, injury, or health condition which may limit

or impair your ability to exercise the privileges held gr applied for which

you are applying?

DYes DNo

If "yes" give full detail s on a separate sheet of paper.

15. I HEREBY APPLY TO THE UNIVERSITY Of MINNESOTA HOSPITAL ~g CLINIC FOR

APPOINTMENT IN THE FOblOWINS CATESORY: PROFESSIONAl LIABILITY

16. SPECIAlTY IN WHICH PRIVILEGES ARE DESIRED

NOTE: If you are applying to the attending staff category and wish clinical

privileges in a department other than the one in which you may hold your

primary appointment, a joint medical staff appointment will be necessary

(see Number ~ 17 for category definitions).
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17. I HEREBY APPLY TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC FOR

APPOINTMENT IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORY:

--REVISED AGREEMENT ATTACHED--

APPROVED

LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE RECEIVED, DATE
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REVISED AGREEMENT

In making this application for appointment to the ~edical and Dental ~taff

of The University of Minnesota Hospital~ and Clinic (hereafter called

"Hospital"), I acknowledge that I have received and read the Bylaws, Rules and

Regulations of the ~edical .staff of the Hospital and agree to be bound by the

terms thereof. if I a~ graRted ~e~bQrSRip or c1iRica1 privileges, IRd I fYrtRQr

agrQe to be bouRd by tRe ter~s tRereof witROYt rQgard to wRetRer or Rot I a~

graRted ~embersRip or c1iRica1 privileges iR all matters re1atiRg to tRQ

cORsid8ratioR of ~ app1icatioR for appoiRt~GRt to tRG ~edicl1 staff. I agree to

accept committee appointments and such other reasonable duties and

responsibilities as may be assigned to me by the ~ospital and the ~edical

~Staff. I agree to abide by the principles of medical and dental ethics

including providing for continuous care of my patients. I acknowledge that the

~ Hospital Policies and Procedures have been made available to me for my review and

I agree to comply therewith.

By applying for appointment to the ~edical .staff I hereby signify my

willingness to appear for an interview in regard to my applicatio~~ if requested

I hereby authorize the Hospital, its ~edical ~taff and their representatives to

consult with members of management and members of ~edical .staffs of other

hospitals or institutions with which I have been associated and with others,

including past and present malpractice carriers, who may have information bearing

on my professional competence, character and ethical qualifications. I hereby

further consent to the inspection by the Hospital, its mMedical .staff and its

representatives of all records and documents, including medical records at other

hospitals, that may be material to an evaluation of my professional

qualifications and competence to carry out the clinical privileges requested as
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well as my moral and ethical qualifications for staff membershiPT~ I hereby

release from liability all representatives of the Hospital and its ~edica1

~taff for their acts performed in good faith and without malice in connection

with evaluating my application and my credentials and qualifications, and I

hereby release from any liability any and all individuals and organizations who

provide information to the Hospital. or to members of its ~edica1 .staff, in

good faith and without malice concerning my professional competence, ethics,

character and other qualifications for staff appointment and clinical privileges,

and I hereby consent to the release of such information.

I hereby 'authorize and consent to the release of information concerning me

by the University Hospital, to other hospitals, medical associations, licensing

boards, and organizations concerned with quality of patient care cORcerRiR9 me as

long as such release of information is done in good faith and without malice. I

~ hereby release from liability this ~ospital from releasing information under

such circumstances.

I understand and agree that I, as an applicant for ~edica1 .staff

membership, have the burden of producing adequate information for proper

evaluation of my professional competence, character, ethics and other

qualifications and for resolving any doubts about such qualifications.

I expressly agree to the terms and conditions of Article VIII of the Medical

Staff Bylaws. I understand and agree that any significant misstatements in or

omissions from this application shall constitute cause for denial of appointment

or cause for summary dismissal from the mMedical +Staff. All information

submitted by me in this application is true to the best of my knowledge and

~ belief.

Rev.med.applic(2).dl.m
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Proposed Revisions to the Application for Reappraisal and Reappointment to the
Medical and Dental Staff

6. lICENSURE/REGISTRATION

Are there any formal charges pending in any state which could result in a

limitation, suspension, or revocation of your license?

If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.

DYes ONo

DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) RegulatioR Registration Permit number:

Has your DEA Rumb9r Registration Permit been suspended or revoked?

DYes 0 No

Are there any formal charges pending which could result in a limitation,

suspension, or revocation of your DEA Registration Permit to prescribe

narcotics or other drugs?

If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.

7. HEALTH StATUS MEDICARE/MEDICAID

DYes 0 No

Have you ever been subject to civil money penalties under Medicare or

Medicaid program?

Have you been suspended from participation in Medicare or

"'led i ca i d?

If "yes" gi ve full detail s on a separate sheet of paper.

DYes 0 No

DYes D~Jo
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8. TO BE COMPLETED BY CWIEf Of SERVICE HEALTH STATUS

Wave YOY eRcoYRtered aRy major illRQSS withiR the past two (2) years?

If "yes". please provide dia9Rosis. triatmGRt. outcomi. dati aRd progRosis

OR a separate sbeet of paper.

Do you suffer from any illness, injury, or health condition which may limit

or impair your ability to exercise the privileges beld or applied for

you currently hold?

DYes DNo

If "yes" give full detail s on a separate sheet of paper.

--REVISED AGREEMENT ATTACHED--

9. TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CHIEF OF SERVICE

APPROVED

LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE RECEIVED, DATE
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REVISED REAPPOINTMENT AGREEMENT

In making this application for reappointment to the ~edical and Dental

~~taff of The University of Minnesota Hospital~ and Clinic (hereafter called

"Hospital II), I acknowledge that I have received and read the Bylaws, Rules and

Regulations of the mMedical ~taff of the Hospital and agree to be bound by the

terms thereof. if I am graRted membership or cliRical privileges, aRd I further

agree to be bouRd by the terms thereof without regard to whether or Rot I am

graRted membership or cliRical privileges iR all matters relatiRg to the

cORsideratioR of m¥ applicatioR for reappoiRtmeRt to the medical staff. I agree

to accept committee appointments and such other reasonable duties and

responsibilities as may be assigned to me by the ~ospital~ and the mMedical

~Staff. I agree to abide by the principles of medical and dental ethics

including providing for continuous care of my patients. I acknowledge that the

Hospital Policies and Procedures have been made available to me for my review and

I agree to comply therewith.

By applying for reappointment to the mMedical ~taff I hereby signify my

willingness to appear for an interview in regard to my applicatio~~ if requested

I hereby authorize the Hospital, its mMedical ~taff and their representatives to

consult with members of management and members of ~edical ~taffs of other

hospitals or institutions with which I have been associated and with others,

including past and present malpractice carriers, who may have information bearing

on my professional competence, character and ethical qualifications. I hereby

further consent to the inspection by the Hospital, its ~edical ~taff and its

representatives of all records and documents, including medical records at other

hospitals, that may be material to an evaluation of my professional

qualifications and competence to carry out the clinical privileges requested as
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well as my moral and ethical qualifications for staff membershi~~ I hereby

release from liability all representatives of the Hospital and its ~1edical

~taff for their acts performed in good faith and without malice in connection

with evaluating my application and my credentials and qualifications, and I

hereby release from any liability any and all individuals and organizations who

provide information to the Hospital. or to members of its mMedical .staff, in

good faith and without malice concerning my professional competence, ethics,

character and other qualifications for staff appointment and clinical privileges,

and I hereby consent to the release of such information.

I hereby authorize and consent to the release of information concerning me

by the University Hospital., to other hospitals, medical associations, licensing

boards, and organizations concerned with quality of patient care cORcirRiR9 ~Q as

long as such release of information is done in good faith and without malice. I

hereby release from liability this ~ospital from releasing information under

such circumstances.

I understand and agree that I, as an applicant for ~edical ~taff

reappointment, have the burden of producing adequate information for proper

evaluation of my professional competence, character, ethics and other

qualifications and for resolving any doubts about such qualifications.

I expressly agree to the terms and conditions of Article VIII of the Medical

Staff Bylaws. I understand and agree that any significant misstatements in or

omissions from this application shall constitute cause for denial of appointment

or cause for summary dismissal from the mMedical ~taff. All information

submitted by me in this application is true to the best of my knowledge and

belief.

Rev.med.applic(2).dl.m
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Proposed Revisions to the Application for Appointment
Specified Professional Personnel - Psychology Staff

8. LICENSURE - STATE OF MINNESOTA

Are there any formal charges pending in any state which could result in a

limitation, suspension, or revocation fo your license?

If "yes" give full detail s on a separate sheet of paper.

11. PROFESSIONAL lIABILITY MEDICARE/MEDICAID

DYes DNo

Have you ever been subjected to civil money penalties under Medicare or

Medicaid program?

Have you been suspended from participation in Medicare or

~1edicaid?

If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.

12. HEALTH STATUS PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

DYes 0 No

DYes DNo

13. I HEREBY APPLY TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAl AND CLINIC FOR
APPOINTMENT IN THE FOllOWING CATEGORY HEALTH STATUS

Wave you had aRy major illRess withiR the past two (2) years? ~YGS ~

If "yes", phase providi diigRosis, treatlllent, outcome, date aRd prognosis

e~ separate sheet.

Do you suffer from any illness, injury, or health condition which may limit

or impair your ability to exercise the privileges held or applied for which

you are applying?

DYes DNo--
If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.

14. I HEREBY APPLY TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC FOR
APpOINTMENT IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORY
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REVISED AGREEMENT

In making this application for appointment to the Specified Professional

Personnel ipsychologyl .staff of The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic

(hereafter called "Hospital") I acknowledge that I have received and read the

Bylaws, Rules and Regulations of the mMedical .staff of the Hospital, and +

agree to be bound by the terms thereof. if I i~ graRted GliRiGil privileges, iRd

I fupthep agpee te Be BeuRa By the tePfflS thepeef witheut pegapa te whethep ep Ret

I affl ~paRtea cliRical ppi¥ileges, iR all fflatteps pelatiR~ te the eeAsiae~atieA ef

~ applicatieA fep appeiAtffleAt te the p~ehele~ staff. I acknowledge that the

Hospital. Policies and Procedures have been made available to me for my review

and I agree to comply therewith.

By applying for appointment to the Specified Professional Personnel

lpsychologyl ~taff I hereby signify my willingness to appear for an interview in

regard to my applicatio~~ if requisted I hereby authorize the Hospital, its

~edical and Specified Professional Personnel (psychologyl ~taff and their

representatives to consult with members of management and members of Medical and

Specified Professional Personnel (~sychology) 'Staff of other hospitals or

institutions with which I have been associated and with others, including past

and present malpractice carriers, who may have information bearing on my

professional competence, character and ethical qualifications. I hereby further

consent to the inspection by the Hospital, its mMedical and Specified

Professional Personnel (psychologyl ~taff and its representatives of all records

and documents, including medical records at other hospitals or agencies, that may

be material to an evaluation of my professional qualifications and competence to

carry out the clinical privileges requested as well as my moral and ethical

qualifications for staff membershiPT~ I hereby release from liability all

representatives of the Hospital and its ~edical and Specified Professional
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Personnel (psychologyl ~taff for their acts performed in good faith and without

malice in connection with evaluating my application and my credentials and

qualifications, and I hereby release from any liability any and all individuals

and organizations who provide information to the Hospital or to members of its

Medical and Specified Professional Personnel (~sychology) Staff, in good faith

and without malice concerning my professional competence, ethics, character and

other qualifications for staff appointment and clinical privileges, and I hereby

consent to the release of such information.

I hereby authorize and consent to the release of information concerning me

by the University Hospital, to other hospitals, medical associations, licensing

boards, and organizations concerned with quality of patient care GQRG@rRiR9 m@ as

long as such release of information is done in good faith and without malice. I

hereby release from liability this ~ospital from releasing information under

such circumstances.

I understand and agree that I, as an applicant for Specified Professional

Personnel (psychologyl ~Staff membership, have the burden of producing adequate

information for proper evaluation of my professional competence, character,

ethics and other qualifications and for resolving any doubts about such

qualifications.

I expressly agree to the terms and conditions of the Medical Staff Bylaws,

Rules and Regulations pertaining to Specified Professional Personnel (psychology)

.staff appointments. I understand and agree that any significant misstatements

in or omissions from this application shall constitute cause for denial of

appointment or cause for summary dismissal from the Specified Professional

Personnel (~sychology) Staff. All information submitted by me in this

application is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

dl.m
rev.psychol.applic(2) 72.



Proposed Revisions to the Application for Reappraisal and Reappoinment
Specified Professional Personnel - Psychology Staff

6. LICENSURE - STATE OF MINNESOTA

Are there any formal charges pending in any state which could result in a

limitation, suspension, or revocation of your license?

If "yes" give full detail s on a separate sheet of paper.

7. WEALTH 5u:rUS MEDICARE/MEDICAID

DYes 0 No

Have you ever been subject to civil money penalties under Medicare or

Medicaid program?

Have you been suspended from participation in Medicare or

Medicaid?

C If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.

8. HEALTH STATUS

lIave yel:l haG afty Majel" illftess withifl the past twe (2) yeal"s?

DYes ~

DYes D~Jo

OY@s ~

If "y@s", pleas@ prQvid@ diagRos1&, triltlR@Rt, out'OIR@, dati IRd progRosis

eft sepal"ate sheet.

00 you suffer from any illness, injury, or health condition which may limit

or impair your ability to exercise the privileges ~@ld or applied for you

currently hol d?

DYes DNo

If "yes" give full details on a separate sheet of paper.
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REVISED AGREEMENT

In making this application for reappointment to the Specified Professional

Personnel (psychologyl ~taff of The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic

(hereafter called "Hospital") I acknowledge that I have received and read the

Bylaws, Rules and Regulations of the ~edical ~taff of the Hospital, and ~

agree to be bound by the terms thereof~ if I 1m grlAted cliRicll privileges, lAd

I further agree te Be BeuA~ ~ the te~~s the~eef withe~t ~ega~d te whethe~ ep Aet

I a~ gpaAted eliAieal pri~ileges, iA all ~atters relatiA9 te the eeAsideratieA ef

my applieatieA fer appeiAtmeAt te the psyehelegy staff. I acknowledge that the

Hospital. Policies and Procedures have been made available to me for my review

and I agree to comply therewith.

By applying for reappointment to the Specified Professional Personnel

~ lpsychologyl .~taff I hereby signify my willingness to appear for an interview in

regard to my applicatio~~ if requested I hereby authorize the Hospital, its

mMedical and Specified Professional Personnel (psychologyl .Staff and their

representatives to consult with members of management and members of Medical and

Specified Professional Personnel (~sychology) Staff of other hospitals or

institutions with which I have been associated and with others, including past

and present malpractice carriers, who may have information bearing on my

professional competence, character and ethical qualifications. I hereby further

consent to the inspection by the Hospital, its ~edical and Specified

Professional Personnel (psychologyl ~taff and its representatives of all records

and documents, including medical records at other hospitals or agencies, that ~ay

be material to an evaluation of my professional qualifications and competence to

carry out the clinical privileges requested as well as my moral and ethical

~ qualifications for staff membershi~~ I hereby release from liability all

representatives of the Hospital and its ~edical and Specified Professional
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Personnel (psychologyl ~taff for their acts performed in good faith and without

~ malice in connection with evaluating my application and my credentials and

qualifications, and I hereby release from any liability any and all individuals

and organizations who provide information to the Hospital or to members of its

Medical and Specified Professional Personnel (~sychology) Staff, in good faith

and without malice concerning my professional competence, ethics, character and

other qualifications for staff appointment and clinical privileges, and I hereby

consent to the release of such information.

I hereby authorize and consent to the release of information concerning me

by the University Hospital, to other hospitals, medical associations, licensing

boards, and organizations concerned with quality of patient care cORcerRiR9 me as

long as such release of information is done in good faith and without malice. I

hereby release from liability this ~ospita1 from releasing information under

such circumstances.

I understand and agree that I, as an applicant for Specified Professional

Personnel (psycho10gyl ~taff membership, have the burden of producing adequate

information for proper evaluation of my professional competence, character,

ethics and other qualifications and for resolving any doubts about such

qualifications.

I expressly agree to the terms and conditions of the Medical Staff Bylaws,

Rules and Regulations pertaining to Specified Professional Personnel (psychologyl

~taff appointments. I understand and agree that any significant misstatements

in or omissions from this application shall constitute cause for denial of

appointment or cause for summary dismissal from the Specified Professional

Personnel (~sychologYl Staff. All information submitted by me in this

application is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

dl.m
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

April 2, 1987

TO: Joint Conference Committee Members

Phyllis Ellis
Patricia Ferrieri, M.D.
Donald Gilmore
Greg Hart

James Moller, M.D.
Michael Popkin, M.D.
Bruce Work, M.D.

FROM: George Heenan, Committee Chair

The April meeting of the Joint Conference Committee will be held on:

Wednesday, April 8, 1987
4:30 P.M.

The Board Room, University Hospital

The agenda and background materials for the meeting are enclosed.
Dinner will be served at the conclusion of the business meeting. I will look
forward to seeing you on Wednesday.

cc: Marjorie Carey
Al Dees
Jan Halverson
Nancy Janda
Geoff Kaufmann
Mary Sumpmann
Barbara Tebbitt

HEALTH SCIENCES
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MINUTES
Joint Conference Ca-mittee

Board of Governors
March 11, 1987

ATTENDANCE: Present: George Heenan, Chair
Phyll is Ell is
Patricia Ferrieri, M.D.
Donald Gilmore
Greg Hart
James Moller, M.D.
Michael Popkin, M.D.

Absent: Bruce Work, M.D.

Staff: Jan Halverson
~Jancy Janda

Guests: Marjorie Carey
Al Dees
Pat Jacobberger

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of the February 11, 1987 meeting of the Joint
Conference Committee were approved as submitted.

SEVERITY INDEXING POSITION PAPER

Mr. Dees presented a revised draft of the position paper on
severity indexing and quality measurement. The Committee
discussed the revised draft and asked that further revisions be
made emphasizing the need for a definition of quality and
clarification of responsibility. The Committee requested that
Mr. Dees make the necessary revisions and present it to the
Committee next month.

END STAGE RENAL DISEASE POLICIES

Ms. Jacobberger presented the policy changes for the Hemodialysis
units. The Committee asked several questions and endorsed the
changes with one amendment to the hepatitis protocol that would
require nursing personnel to wear surgical masks as well as gowns
and gloves.

, 2.



MEDICAL STAFF-HOSPITAL COUNCIL REPORT

Dr. Moller presented changes to the Medical Staff Bylaws, Rules
and Regulations. The Committee requested from Dr. Moller a
periodic report on physician compliance of the completion of
medical records. The Committee discussed the proposed Rule on
Withdrawal of Treatment at some length. Dr. Popkin agreed to
initiate contact with the Bioethics Committee in order to better
define competency as it relates to the physician/patient
discussion. The Committee endorsed the amendments.

Dr. Moller then presented the changes made to the appointment and
reappointment applications. The Committee approved all changes.

CLINICAL CHIEFS REPORT

Mr. Hart reported on recent meetings of the Clinical Chiefs.
First, the Clinical Chiefs have discussed the possibility of a
unified medical malpractice plan. This is still in the
investigative stages. Secondly, Mr. Hart reported that a group
of physicians in the metro area are collectively expressing
dissatisfaction with a local HMO. Thirdly, Mr. Hart reported
that the Clinical Chiefs heard a presentation by Paul Abramowitz,
Director of Pharmacy, on the increasing emphasis on clinical
pharmacy practice.

OTHER BUSINESS

Mr. Heenan raised the question of restraining patients and if
there is a Hospital policy addressing this issue. Mr. Hart and
Dr. Popkin responded, indicating that such a policy does exist.

ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business the Committee adjourned at
6:30 p.m.

Respectfu~ submitted,

t'~b
Ma:~rie Carey

MC/kj
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l5iI UNIVERSITYOF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 31, 1987

TO:

FROM:

Members of Joint Conference Committee

Barbara Volk Tebbltt, Administrative Liaison
Cancer Care Program

/ ~~
to the Comprehenslv~a>~J~

We began our 1985 Board Retreat by addressing the changes which occurred in
the health care environment from the 1950's to the present. We further
discussed effects the changes were having on continuity of care for pa
tients. A model was shared with the Board which would facilitate movement
of patients through the health care system and thus provide greater conti
nuity. See the attached.

We have appl ied this continuity of care concept to our Comprehensive Cancer
Care Program at the University of Minnesota Hospital and CI inic. Mary
Sumpmann, Program Manager, wil I give committee members a brief history of
the program, share program components, the three year program plan and an
update on current activities.

bvt.2.33087
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COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CARE PROGRAM

MISSION STATEMENT

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic

Comprehensive Cancer Care Program exists to facilitate and

support the development of innovative, coordinated, and

mUltidisciplinary efforts in cancer prevention, detection and

treatment. These efforts focus on patient care, research, and

education.

The Comprehensive Cancer Care Program also functions as a

liaison to individuals and groups outside the University to offer

support and facilitate the prevention, detection and treatment of

cancer on an individual and community basis.

MS.lj29j87.1
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COMPREHENSIVE CANCIiaCARE PROGRAM
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Definition or Nerretlve Explenetlon of Program eo.ponents
.......
~...

pt1mor¥ Concer Clr. Pb¥slclDn

The University physic len who coordlaetes, .enages, end essumes
"responsibility for the overall care of the cancer p~tlent.

Clinical specialties treating primarily cancer patlents--
Bone Merrow Transplant
Gyn Onco Iogy
Medical Oncology
Pediatric Oncology
Surgical Oncology
Therapeutic Radiology

Other clinical specleltles with cancer patlents-
Dentistry

Oral Surgery
Dermatology

Dermetology
Nohs Micrographic
Laser

Fully Practice
Medicine

Hematology
Neurology

Neurosurgery
Ophthalmology

Neuro-ophthal~logy/Oculoplestlcs

Refine
Anter lor Segment
Peds Ophthalmology

Orthopaedics
OtoIaryngo Iogy
Pedletrlcs

Surgery
Endocr.lnology
Neurology

Psychfatry
Medical Consultation
Chl~d/Adoleseent

Surgery
Card lothorec Ie
Purple (General)
Col on-Recta I
Red (General)
Red (Breast)

Urology

8.



Consulting Ph¥sICIDD

x

x
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•
A specIalist physician who provides advice to the pri~ry
physician fre. any of the above specialties or fre.:

Anesthesia
Diagnostic Radiology
Genetics
Medicine

Gastrointestinal
Renal
Endocrine
Rheu~tology/Allergy

Cardiology
Infectious Disease
Pull'Onary

Neuroep Ilepsy
Neurology
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Pediatrics

Dentistry
Der...tology
General
Genetics
Gyn
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Orthopaed Ics·
Otolaryngology
Transplant Surgery
Cardiovascular Surgery
General Surgery
Urology

Pathology
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Surgery

Transplant

~Oplnlon-eonsultatlyeSerylces (from 9/'5/85 Task Force
Minutes)

Provides an authoritative, Interdisciplinary resource to
enhance care quality for patients with cancer, or their
physicians and families, for the purpose of obtaining
Information, consultation, or a second opinion regarding the
appropriateness of the diagnosis end treatment of their
disease.

9.
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MW.1.IJU.5-'.J$>JJJW:.Y or Hultlspec:lalty Clinics

A clinic which Is orgenlzed with severel cllnlcel specleltles
for the dlegnosls and ~negement of certeln types of cancer
diagnoses.
Breest Cencer (existing)
Colon Cencer
Melenoma/Plgmented Lesion Clinic
Musculoskeletal Neoplesms
Multlspeclelty Clinic for Urologic Cencers
Neurofibromatosis Clinic (existing)

Preyentlon, Detection. and ScreenIng

Prevention programs relate to risk Identlflcetlon end risk
reduction. For exemple, there Is a ~Jor program addresllng
SInOklng.

Detection and screening prOgrams are designed to Identify the
presence of cancer at a curable stage by testing people who are
asymptomatic. Exemples of screening tests which ~y be
targeted to high risk groups Include ~mmogrephy and stool
blood tests. The University's Cencer Detection Center Is an
Internetlonelly known reseerch program supported by the
Depertment of Surgery and the School of Public Heelth.

Prevention, Detection and Screening programs need to be
Integrated with all other components of the cancer program.

DIagnostic Serylces

Tradltlonel and InnoYetlye dlegnostlc techniques are available
through Blood Benk, Diagnostic Radiology, Laboratories and
Pathology. Examples of Innoyetlve diagnostic services Include
cytogenetics, cell Merkers, tumor Immunodlagnosls, Megnetlc
resonence I~glng, yldeo colposcopy/hysterography and
ultrasonography•

.
'.nnovat Iye Treatment Programs

The Unlyerslty offers Innoyatlve programs which utilize
- concepts not commonly applied and approeches not widely

available In the tree~nt of cancer. Examples Include
.xperl~ntal chemotherapy, biologic response .adlflers,
~oclonel antibody therapy, chronoblology, concurrent
clsplatln/radlotherapy for high risk cervical cancer.
hyperther.la, brain Implants (Neurosurgery!Radlatlon Therapy),
excision of breest lu.ps and radiation therapy (Surgery.
Radiation Therapy).

10.
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CoaperotIY8_&~~-CJlolcllRes.orch Prggroms--NIH• Net

Unlv.rslty physIcIans particIpate In national cooperative
clinical research groups wIth r.glst.r.d tr.atment protocols.
ExUlpl.s of coop.ratlve groups Include the ECOG, CALGB, GOG,
CCSG, RTOG and the Notional Musculoskeletal Tumor Soc lety.

~Alty end Subspeclelty Outpetlent Clinics

Each subspecialty service has an outpatient clinic whIch
provides screenIng, diagnosis, treat~nt, petlent educatIon,
r.ferral servlc.s, follow-up consultation (second opInion)
r.latlng to the subspecIalty servIce.

Acute Hpspltel Serylce

unIts wIth specialty cancer nursIng care are 7D, 7e, 48, 7A.
Other unIts provIde care for subspecIalty populatIons (••g. 58,
78, 68). 4A Is the Bone Marrow Transplant specialty unit.
Critical care Is provIded on the Medical, Surgical and
Pediatrics ICU's. Rehobliitotion Is provided by the Rehab
UnIt.

~er DIy Hospltel

Provides servIce to cancer patIents requIrIng lengthy
treatments and evaluations who do oot .eet the hospItal level
of car. criterIa. Day hospital servIces would be
InterdiscIplInary and oddress the educetlon and support and
comfort needs of the concer patl.nt and family.

R.hobilitetiye aod Restorative Serylces

ePhyslcol therapy: ambuletlon, strengthenIng exercIses,
use of prosthesis.

&Prostheses fitting after emputatlon, radIcal dissection•
• Sexuel counseling following changes In body functions

end/or appeorence.
&Plestlc surgery followIng therapeutic surgeries •
.occupatlonel therapy: skills required for activities of

delly livIng, vocotlonal counseling•
• Speech therapy following surgeries to heed eod neck.

11.
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Home Health
....

• Skilled Ylslts (RN, Home Heelth Aide, PT, OT, lpeech
Therepy, Soclel Worker, Respiratory Therepy)

eExtended hours of service from RN, LPN, HHA (two to·
twenty-four hours) •

eTwenty-four hour RN on call, seven dey a week service
Specility services provided for the cencer patient In
clude: educltlon, .edlcatlon admlnlstretlon Including IV
..dlcetlons, chemotherepy end antibiotic therepy,
anelgesla, wound cere, nutrltlonel support, counseling,
support, reheb visits end ter.lnel cere.

eRN's provide prl..ry cere end coordlnete home services
for eech patient.

ePhyslclan Involve~nt In home visits ..y need
exploration.

HospJc;e

Clarlflcetlon of the hospice services for UMiC Is needed. The
consumers request hospice services, and both staff and
consumers need to be clear on UMHC services Ivellable.
Patients ere trensferred from UMH to hospice progrems.

long Term Core/RespIte Cere/Extended Core:

An essesslll8nt woo Id need to be COIIIp Ieted to deter. Ine the
dimensions of the progr~ services. I.plementetlon would
be dependent on flnenclel and spece requirements.

Bereovement Progrom:

The purposes of the bereevement follow-up program are:
.To provide en Interaction with families of
University Hosp)tal petlents following the deeth of
the pet lent In order to .
--express s~pethy regarding the deeth,
--assess how the family 15 coping with the loss,
--provide Information about grief,
--offer short-ter. supportive· counseling,
--offer referral to community resourceSi

.To provide for steff educetlon.

Steff needed ere a deslgneted program coordlnetor
(professlonel), secreterlel tl.. for .. II lng, .. Intalnlng
records, etc., and bereevement consultants (oncology social
workers) Ivallable to f.-Illes for short-ter. counseling and to
staff for consultetlon.

12.
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CounselIng -4>-

x

.Indlvldual and family counseling
eGroup counsellng--support groaps for adults and
pediatrics responsive to both Inpetlent and outpatient
needs. Special support groups by diagnosis ••g. brain
tu~ support group or for age groups e.g. adolescents or
for children with III perents. -

eHOuslng and lodging arrangements and support (Adult
Ronald MacDonald or Lodge Housing) •

.FInancial counseling

Teech Ing Center

eProvldes Individual and family educetlon when requested.
ePatlent and family education library and resources.
eProvlde Meterlals as needed.

S¥mPtcm Monegement

Multidisciplinary approach to maneglng symptoms associated
with dlseese or therapy. Approaches Include
medical/surgical Intervention and teechlng/counsellng
self-help measures: .
--pain, anorexia, stomatitis, nausea/vomiting, diarrhea

Symptom or chronic p~ln ~nagement programs are frequently
Ident If led to consumers as part of cancer progrems. Th Is
cou Id a150 be deve loped at UMHC.

~cer Pragrom Volunteers

eRecrultment and training of volunteers for the cancer
programs•

• Volunteers would be Integrated Into most areas of the
cancer programs•

.ongoing resources for any expansion and development of
services would need to be provled •

• In each area of Involvement, professional staff (on-the
Job superv Isoc or contact person) wou Id need to be
Identified and a commitment to volunteer development
provided.

13.
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CommunIcation ODd RI$ource Center

.Structure end piece for coordination of canc.r
activities.

."front Off Ice" to coordinate men Ings, phones,
esslst with communications.

eData base kept regular review .(e.g. number of
age, geographical locations, nature of servia

eMalntaln Directories of Staff and Resources (;
1. Designed for consu~rs, patients end femJ~
2. Designed for professional staff (outsIde t
3. Designed for professional stoff Cln-house"

eUMHC phone numbers responsive to patient need:
day and key department contact people.

eProductlon of consumer newsletter ("worm" new
focus on education/support); develop end .eln"
list end provide newsletter to Inpatient and I

areas.
eMalntaln moiling list and regUlar conmunlcatl
ally regarding cancer-related activIties, pra
policies and procedures and services.

lHtC Sery Ices Support Ins CaocJtr_Pr.ov.1lJIlS

Several University Departments provide services whl
the ComprehensIve Cancer Program and Its patients.
accomplished by having Identified staff assigned to
programs or by Integrating cancer services Into dep
operatIons.

...
Emergency Room
Marketing
Nursing
Nutrtltlon
Pharmacy
QualIty Assurance
Social Work
Volunteers

14.
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CommunIty Ra$ources

American Cancer Society
Nel Cancer Infonnetlon Services
"I CAN COPE" ud- "WE Can Weekends"
CAN SURK>UNT Progrem (ACS)
Encore Progrem (YWCA)
Reach to Recovery (ACS)
New Progr-. - UMiC7

There are several .Informatlonal and/or support programs for
cancer patients In the community. All are not-for-proflt. A
.utually supportive relationship would be expected between the
coordinator of each of the community programs and of the Cancer
Communications and Resource Center. Current Information
regarding the community resources would be gathered by the
Resource Center and dissemInated to our staff,
patients/families. The CAN ~NT Volunteer Progrlllll would
need to be put In place at UMHC.

UMHC would need to explore developll8nt of any new connunlty
program carefully.

CommunIty Outreach

Outreach Is currently provided through these existing
programs-

C(xnmunlty Services
Rural Physician Associate Program
Northern Lakes Health Care COnsortium

..
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THREE YEAR TIMETABLE FOR CANCER CARE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

July 1986 - December 1987

--Appoint Administrator and Medical Director for Comprehensive
Cancer Program

--Implement Day Hospital

--Implement Second Opinion Program

--Establish Cancer Communication and Resource Center

--Explore MUltispecialty Clinics by defining an effective model
and implement one

--Assess and plan development of prevention, Detection and
Screening Program

--Strengthen support services, where feasible

--Assess availability of Primary and Consultative Physicians for
involvement in the Comprehensive Cancer Program

January 1988 - July 1989

--Implement Additional MUltispecialty Clinics

--Implement Prevention, Detection and Screening Programs

--Strengthen existing programs in Home Health, outpatient Clinics
and Rehab

--continue implementation of Support Services (i.e. Patient and
Family Teaching Center, Explore Symptom Management, Volunteers)

--Explore Hospice and Long Term Care and implement if appropriate

--Develop Innovative Treatment Programs in selected areas

--Assess and plan changes to enhance Cooperative Research
Participation

MS.3/5/87.2
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Home Health Services

COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CARE PROGRAM WORK PLAN

Communication and Resource Center

Expected
Date of
Completion

Date
Outcome
Comeleted \lork Plan

January - Mar~98Z

Expected
Date of
Comeletion

Date
Outcome

f£!!)el~l~Q

1.

2.

Hire extended hours
staff .

Orient staff.

1/20/87

1/30/87

2/15/87

2/28/87

1.

2.

Initiate a plan to identify 3/30/87
oncology research activities.

Initiate with Planning and 3/1/87
Marketing a marketing plan
for the U of M Cancer Center.

311/87

311/87
ongoing

3.

4.

Implement the extended
hours program for UMHC.

Summarize utilization
data.

2/1·15/87 3/1/87

ongoing ongoing

3. Develop a master list of 2/15/87
all non-U oncology patient
education materials and make
available to all patient
care areas.

2/15/87

~eril . Jun~~Z

5. Moni tor programC uti l ization.

6. Define QA criteria for
extended hours program.

ongoing

5/30/87

ongoing

4. Participate as editorial
staff for the Colleagues
news letter.

April - JuneL 1987

ongoing ongoing

January . March Summary:

Two cases have been staffed by the extended hours
staff. Patient satisfaction has been high. Hiring
and orientation of staff will continue until adequate
staffing is available.

5. Develop a mechanism for 6/30/87
collating research data
acquired from clinical
chiefs.

6. Develop a mechanism for 6/30/87
dispensing/communicating
information related to the
above research information.

January - March Summary:

A survey has been sent to clinical chiefs requesting a
listing of their services'current and planned clinical
research activities.

17.
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Multidisciplinary Clinics

COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CARE PROGRAM WORK PLAN

Masonic Day Hospital

Expected
Date of

ComEl~!l.Q!:!

Date
Outcome
Co~EleteQ

Expected
Date of

£.Q~~!l.Q!:!

Date
Outcome

Co~el~!~Q

1. Define purpose of specific ongoing
multidisciplinary clinics.

ongoing 1. Complete construction. 211/87 3/1/87

2. Establish a physician
advisory committee for the
Day Hospital.

3/1/87 3/1/87

2. Analyse 1-3 clinics which
would be appropriate
settings for multi
disciplinary services.

3/30/87 3/15/87 3.

4.

Provide an open house. 1/30/87

Notify health sciences Jan/Feb
publications of new location
and services.

3/4/87

Jan/Feb

5. Notify patients of the move. mid-Feb mid-Feb

3.

~
Formulate a plan with the 6/30/87
assistance of the approp-
riate medical and admin-
istrative individuals to:
a. establish a musculo

skeletal tumor multi
disciplinary clinic, and

b. review status & function
of a breast cancer multi
disciplinarry clinic.

~il - June, 1987

6. Appoint a medical director.

7. Monitor utilization and
quality assurance para
meters on a quarterly
basis.

4/14/87

quarterly quarterly

4. Continue to review clin- ongoing
ical areas for development
of multidisciplinary clinics.

January - March Summary:

The clinical areas of breast cancer (Dr. Delaney, Dr.
Kennedy and Dr. Levitt) and musculoskeletal tumors
(Dr. R. Thompson and Dr. M. Nesbit) have indicated
interest and willingness to examine the issues of
establishing multidisciplinary clinics as part of the
Comprehensive Cancer Care Program.

January - March Summary:

The Masonic Day Hospital is fully open and operational.
An advisory committee is meeting on a monthly basis to
review operational questions, policies and procedures.
A Medical Director will be appointed by the Medical
Staff Hospital Council in April.

18.



Support Services: Teaching

COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CARE PROGRAM VORK PLAN

Support Services: Counseling

Expected
Date of

CO!!!lli!i2!!

Date
Outcome

f.2!!!El~!~Q

Expected
Date of

f.2!!!2~!i2!!

Date
Outcome

CO!!!Ql~!~Q

1. Submit proposal for onc·
ology patient education.

1/15/87 1/5/87 1. Collate data from currently 2/28/87
existing support programs.

2/28/87

2. Initiate implementation
pilot of the multidiscip·
linary teaching checklist.

3/15/87 3/1/87 2. Submit a proposal for
implementation of revised
support programs.

3/30/87 ongoing

3. Identify payment options
for elements in the
teaching proposal.

3/30/87 3/30/87,
additional
elements
will be
ongoing

3. Incorporate a bereavement
component to the program.

5/30/87

5.

6.

Develop a draft of the
oncology patient teaching
manual.

Identify location of
patient teaching center.

Initiate implementation of
patient teaching center.

6/30/87

4/30/87

6/30/87

4. Prepare a pilot program
for implementation.

6/1/87

January . March Summary:

The oncology patient teaching checklist pilot was
initiated in patient care units 6B and 7D and will
be followed by a user survey. Nurses, social workers,
nutritionists, and chaplains are utilizing the form.
An initial billing mechanism has been identified for
patients utilizing the patient teaching center.

January . March Summary:

Utilization of the weekly support program has been mon
itored. Social Work and Chaplaincy have been and will
continue to provide consultation in program development.
A revised support program schedule has been developed.
A survey has been completed which will be sent to
patients re: their emotional support needs.
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Hospice

COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CARE PROGRAM WORK PLAN

Rehab and Restorative Services

Expected
Date of

£2!!!12!.~!.i2!}

Date
Outcome
ComQl~!~9

Expected
Date of
£2!!!Qk!io!}

Date
Outcome

£2!!!Ql~!~9

1.

2.

Collate and report to 2/1/87
Clinical Oncology Task
Force data collected from
survey of patients trans-
ferred from UMHC to various
hospice programs.

Identify current needs for 2/1/87
hospice care at UMHC patient
population.

3/30/87

3/30/87
ongoing

1.

2.

3.

Identify rehab/restorative 2/15/87
needs of oncology patients.

Identify rehabilitation 3/15/87
resources currently util-
ized by oncology patients.

Identify gaps in rehabili- 3/30/87
tation services needed by
patients.

initiated

initiated

initiated

3.

4.

Initiate medical involve
ment in determination of
appropriateness of hospice
care at UMHC.

Establish a plan for care
of patients requesting
and/or requiring hospice
services.

4/15/87

6/30/87

4. Initiate with medical
direction the development
of a plan for rehab and
restorative services for
cancer patients.

6/1/87

January - March Summary:

Data has been collected on current hospice programs,
legislative issues, reimbursement questions, and UMHC
use of community hospices. Physician direction has
been offered by Drs. L. Twiggs, N. Ramsay, and
B. Peterson regarding continued investigation on the
need and appropriateness of hospice care at UMHC.

January - March Summary:

Discussion of oncology patient needs and available
resources has been initiated with the Department of
PM&R.
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COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CARE PROGRAM UORK PLAN

Prevention. Detection and Screening

Expected
Date of

£.Q!!!1?!~!ion

Date
Outcome
£ompl~!~9

Miscellaneous

Expected
Date of
C0!!!1?leti.Q!:!

Date
Outcome

£.Q!!!E!~!~9

1. Define what activities are 3/30/87
appropriate for a cancer
prevention and detection
program.

ongoing 1.

2.

Complete a recommendation
for an adult "oncology
house."

Establish a gift account.

2/28/87

1/15/87

2/28/87

1/15/87
2. identify current and poten- 2/1/87

tial cancer prevention and
detection activities for a
UMHC program.

ongoing
3. Establish policies and 2/15/87

procedures for solicitation
and utilization of funds
donated to the gift account.

initiated

3.

4.

Examine prevention and
detection programs and
related funding at other
medical centers.

Describe a plan for pro'
vision of prevention and
detection services which
"fits" with current UMHC
programs.

5/1/87

6/1/87

4. Facilitate a work group to
identify the plan for
develoment of an adult
"oncology house" and UMHC
role in that development.

6/30/87

January . March Summary:

An initial survey of available prevention, detection
and screening activities has been completed. investi
gation of other programs, (i.e. U of W) has been
initiated. Dr. D. Dunn and Dr. C. Bloomfield have
provided support in examining other programs.

MS.3/16/87.1

January - March Summary:

A gift account has been established in the name
of the Comprehensive Cancer Care Program.
A recommendation has been made to provide low cost
"accommodations" for oncology patients receiving long
term treatment protocols at UMHC. Dr. S. Levitt is
providing medical direction in addressing patient/
family needs for low cost housing.
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UNIVERSITYOF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Harvard Street at East River Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

April 2, 1987

TO:

FROM:

REGARDING:

Joint Conference Committee Members

Al Dees" W
Associate Director

Revised Severity Indexing Position Paper

The attached revised severity indexing position paper is being presented for
your discussion at the April 8, 1987 meeting.

~ If you should have any questions before the meeting, please don't hesitate to
call me at 626-0966.

AD/kff

Attachment

,
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COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE OF HOSPITALS AND PHYSICIANS
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITAL AND CLINIC POSITION STATEMENT
April 1987

During the past five years, analysis of the performance of hospitals relative
to the appropriateness, efficiency and quality of care rendered has expanded
from internal assessment conducted by medical and administrative staff members
of individual hospitals to external comparison by payors, governmental
agencies and public interest groups. The validity of these external
comparisons is directly dependent on the existence and availability of data
elements which can be used for the appropriate categorization of patients and
for accurate indications of efficiency and quality.

Initial comparison efforts have been focused on efficiency utilizing charges
and length of stay as indicators. The prospective payment systems implemented
by Medicare, Minnesota Medicaid and Blue Cross of Minnesota are currently
concentrated entirely on this performance factor. During the past year,
however, interest has shifted to the identification and implementation of
systems for comparison of quality differences.

The University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic (UMHC) supports the
development and utilization of efficiency and quality comparison systems.
However, it believes that:
A. Severity of illness must be one of the factors utilized to categorize

patients before accurate and reliable efficiency or quality comparisons
can be made. This includes a belief that payors utilizing prospective
payment systems must add severity to their payment determination logic to
improve the accuracy and fairness of reimbursement.

B. Currently available severity measurement systems require significant
testing and refinement before they can be relied upon to provide the
categorization specificity necessary for valid efficiency and quality
comparisons.

C. Morbidity and mortality rates are not sufficient indicators for accurate,
reliable comparisons of quality even when severity is used as a major
factor for categorizing patients into comparison groups. Significant
research is necessary to identify and test more appropriate, broadly
applicable quality indicators.

D. Physicians should provide the initiative and leadership for the
development and testing of severity systems and for the identification and
testing of additional efficiency and quality indicators. Primary
direction should not be left to payors and public interest groups.

E. Severity measurement systems and efficiency and quality indicators should
be validated through tests for reasonableness by groups of physicians as
well as through standard statistical tests for accuracy and reliability.
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~ F. Any quality indicators should be tested rigorously and proven to be
accurate and reliable at the hospital level before being utilized to
compare the quality of care rendered by individual physicians. Further,
it should not be assumed that indicators which are found to be valid for
hospital comparisons will also be valid for individual physician
comparisons.

UMHC believes it has a responsibility to be a major participant in the
development and testing of comparison tools and will, therefore:
A. Continue to participate in the development and testing of multiple

severity based grouping systems.

UMHC is presently an alpha test site for the new Computerized Severity
Index system developed by Susan Horn, PhD., and is participating in the
testing and application of the MEDICGRPS system being conducted by Blue
Cross of Minnesota.

B. Provide input into the search for broadly applicable quality indicators
through identification and analysis of quality assessment efforts already
being conducted by physicians internally and in cooperation with other
healthcare centers.

C. Participate in efforts sponsored by hospital organizations, community
groups and payors to develop and test quality measurement systems.,

,
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